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ONTCLARION
Thursday, February 10, 2000

The Student Voice o f Montclair State University Since 1928

A Special Report

IENN WINSKl/ MONTCLARION

FEELING LOW : Senior Rose Vitale studies fo r her International Retailing class Tuesday afternoon in the Student
Center, while sophomore Joe DiSalvo rests behind her. Many students sufferingfrom depression often feel stressfrom
professors’ high expectations.

Ups and Downs o f College Life Can
Leave Students Battling the Blues
to talk. Someone who just listens to you and wants to help
you.”
Angela will continue to attend sessions with her coun
H ollander’s Feature W riting class
selor until the end of the semester as she works towards
graduation in May.
According to the latest statistics from the Centers for
By Jennifer DeAngelo
Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, Georgia, suicide
Special to The Montclarion
was the ninth ranking cause of death in the United States in
1996. Suicidal behavior is most problematic among col
The sun shone on a day like any other, the shuttle bus lege students and young adults, and its incidence has in
creased almost 200 percent over the past
rattled down the hills and students bustled
three decades.
to their afternoon classes, heading to the Stu- -----------— — — —
Centers also report that suicide is the
dent Center for lunch, and keeping their ap
third ranking cause of death for Americans
“I started to
pointments with Psychological Services.
15-24 years of age. Hopelessness and de
Angela, 21, a senior at MSU, picks her
feel really down
pression are the key components in suicidal
blue Jansport backpack up from the grass,
and nothing
behavior.
gathers her MSU notebooks labeled Biology,
Jaclyn Friedman-Lombardo, a staff psy
Spanish and Western Civ. and hurries on her
was exciting for
chologist at MSU’s Counseling and Psycho
way to her appointment at Gilbreth House.
me. My grades
logical Services, in the Gilbreth House
She has been seeing a psychologist there for
across
from Freeman Hall on campus, said,
almost two weeks.
were not good..
“Approximately
1 percent of the 13,500 stu
“I started to feel really down and noth
-Angela,
dents
at
MSU
seek
help for depression and
ing was exciting for me. My grades were
MSU senior
other
mental
heath
problems.
We help sev
not good and it was only the first couple
eral
hundred
students
a
year.”
weeks of the semester,” Angela said.
Many psychologists say that for those
Angela smiles at another student as she
students
who seek help there are also those
makes her way past the library. With her
who
do
not.
These students fall into the
long, blond, highlighted hair, soft brown eyes
cracks
because
they
feel
that
there is no help available or
and petite frame, Angela is attractive. She constantly cracks
that
no
one
cares
enough.
They
may be in the advanced
jokes and tries to smile to keep her spirits up. A Biology
stages
of
depression,
which
could
lead to suicide.
major, she spends most of her time in lab and her nights in •
According
to
Lombardo,
depression
is the most com
her dorm room studying.
mon
problem
among
MSU
students,
especially
freshmen
As she makes her way to the steps of Gilbreth House
she says, “I’m a lot better now that I have someone to talk
See D EPRESSIO N on P. 5
to. I have friends, but sometimes you need some one else
This is the fir s t in a series »/"M ontclarion special
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Advertising Policy
DEADLINES
The deadline to submit advertisements to
The Montclarion is the Monday of the week
of publication.
BILLING
The Montclarion is distributed on Thurs
days and invoices and tearsheets are mailed

the following Monday. Tearsheets for pre
paid ads must be requested. Thirty (30)
days are given for payment after the inser
tion date, after which a 15 percent finance
charge is levied. After sixty (60) days, ac
counts are referred to an outside collection
agency.

A D RATES
ON-CAMPUS
Full page -$168.00
Half page - $105.00
Quarter page - $63.00
Eighth page - $32.00

OFF-CAMPUS
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L ocal N ews

MORRIS PLAINS: Pfizer Inc.
decided, this week, to buy the
Warner-Lambert Co. After three
months of negotiation, Pfizer con
cluded on the purchase for about
$90 billion. In the agreement,
Pfizer will issue 2.75 shares of
stock for every share from the
Warner-Lambert Co. As a result,
the Pfizer Inc. purchase will make
it the second-largest drug maker in
the world. The company’s head
quarters, though based in Manhat
tan, resides in Morris Plains.
NEW JERSEY: The $3.2 million
Wall Street member Corzine, an
nounced Friday that he is running
for a Democratic position in the
U.S. senate. O ver the last 9
months, C orzine’s investment,
Goldman Sachs, rose up to $140

million, and was sold at $370 mil
lion. So far, Corzine has cam
paigned against former New Jer
sey governor Florio by belittling
his reputation. Corzine is looking
to replace Lautenberg’s senate po
sition.
NEWARK: An unnoticed, Afri
can-American china painter will
no longer be ignored. Ronny
Henderson will have six of her
works displayed in a Newark Mu
seum exhibit “The Forgotten
Hand: China Painters in America”.
Gordon started her porcelain paint
ing career after she graduated from
M aplew ood’s C olum bia High
School in 1918. She worked at a
white-owned store called Domes
tic Art Rooms in Newark. The
museum exhibit begins on

Wednesday and will continue on
through July 30.
NEW YORK: First lady Hillary
Clinton announced her run for the
Senate position this week. Politi
cians have com m ented on
Clinton’s decision to run, saying
that she rose in the polls when she
first began. Politicians have also
said that Clinton addresses the gen
der problem by stating commit
ments to important issues like
childcare, gun control, and educa
tion. Democrat leader Jimmy
McManus commented as well: “I
don’t think she can win,” he said.

Compiled from The Star Ledger by
Christina Spatz

MSU P olice R eport
N ational N ews
2-2
•Someone cut the lock off the two
lockers in Panzer Gym and money
was stolen.
•Professor reports someone stole
two light bulbs from lamps on her
office.
•Officers respond to a fire alarm
at Dickson Hall. Upon arrival they
discover a faulty first floor smoke
detector caused the alarm. Little
Falls Fire Department responded.
•Female reported while
the library a male sitti
asked her for the time
during the hour. As s
brary he followed. A
of the male was obtain!

•Officers respond to a fire alarm
at Stone Hall. Upon arrival dis
cover someone cooking popcorn in
a lobby microwave oven caused
the smoke detector to activate.
Little Falls Fire Department re
sponded.
•Maintenance supervisor is threat
ened by a worker after assigning a
task. Criminal complaints are
pending.

Respond to a fire door
Blanton Hall. Upon ary'discover several RA’s
oud crash in the cafeteria
observed a broken glass
frame. Seconds later they

2-3
--------------------- “
•Female staff memtjbr
„__
Hall reports receiving a harassing »PrQfessoi; inJVIallory Hall reports
phone call. Investigation contin- finding graffitti written throughout
ues.
second floor restroom.
•Female student passed
»Female reports a male co-worker
in Music: building. Uponi
Upon o fficer^ ; is' fiarassine
threa
harassing and threatening
her
arrival victim was conscious. She after they had an altercation at an
was transported by ambulance to off-campus job site.
Mountainside Hospital.
•Female maintenance worker cut
•Female Webster Hall resident suf her finger while attempting to open
fers from abdominal pain and a door with a broken lock. Victim
vomiting. Ambulance unit re was transported by ambulance to
sponded. Victim refused medical Mountainside Hospital.
transportation.
•Female Bohn Hall resident suffers 2-5
severe abdominal pain and vomit •Male returned to his locker in
ing. Victim was transported by Panzer Gym and discovered the
ambulance to Mountainside Hos lock gone and his jacket and wal
pital.
let missing. All items were later
recovered minus money from the
wallet.
F or T he R ecord
The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors.
If you think that we have made a mistake in a story
please call Editor-In-Chief Justin Vellucci at (973) 655-5230.

LOS ANGELES: Famous movie
director Steven Spielberg under
went surgery this week. Accord
ing to a spokesman, Spielberg had
to have an irregularity removed
from his kidney that was discov
ered after a routine check-up. The
surgery was performed on the 52
year-old director at Cedars Sinai
Medical Center, and a full recov
ery is expected. Spielberg is
known for directing such success
ful movies as “Jaws” (1975) and
“E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial (1982).
CLEVELAND: Jury selection,
for the trial of Dr. Sam Sheppard,
began Monday. Dr. Sheppard’s
son Sam Reese Sheppard is

WASHINGTON: President Bill
Clinton submitted a $1.84 trillion
fiscal 2,001 budget proposal to
members of Capitol Hill on Mon
day. C linton’s budget plan is

aimed towards the use of the pro
jected federal budget surplus to
decrease the nation’s debt by the
year 2,013. In addition, the plan
aims at increasing domestic spend
ing on health care, education, and
military programs. The budget
seeks to prove the solvency of So
cial Security until 2,054, and,
Medicare until 2,025. The fiscal
is set to begin on October 1,2,000.

Compiled from The Star Ledger by
Christina Spatz

I nternational N ews
BEIRUT, ISRAEL: Israeli war
planes attacked power stations and
caused major problems in Lebanon
on Tuesday. The attack occurred
as a retaliation effort for attacks in
Hezbollah that killed four Israeli
soldiers. In addition, the attack
included a rebellion for the bloody
battles by Muslim gorillas and
footage of injured Israelis was
shown on Israel’s evening news.
As a result, talk has spread over
the possibility that Israel may with
draw from Lebanon and decrease
the violence between the IsraeliLebanese border.
LIMA, PERU: Fifty convicted
Shining Path rebels held guards
hostage on Monday. Authorities

say the rebels began a riot at
Yamamoyo prison. C arrying
homemade knives, the rebels re
quested to be treated like prison
ers of war instead of terrorists. In
their request the rebels left two
people killed from the riot’s vio
lent rampage.
LONDON, ENGLAND: Three
more passengers aboard a hijacked
Afghan airliner were released from
the plane late Monday afternoon.
Since the initial seizure, the hijack
ers have released 30 hostages. The
number released included two
men, a woman, and two children.
The hijackers exchanged hostages
for food and other supplies, and
continued to restrain 157 passen

Parking Protest

N ew Computers

Another parking protest is slated for next
Tuesday night.

Dickson Hall’s computer lab receives
money to purchase new computers.

T h e M o n t c l a r io n

Stories In Progress

reattempting to prove his father’s
innocence in the conviction that
Dr. Sheppard killed his pregnant
wife nearly a half a century ago.
The son says that the state of Ohio
wrongfully imprisoned his father
for the death of his mother Marilyn
Sheppard. This week has been
designated entirely for the selec
tion of eight jurors and four alter
nates, but the trial itself is sched
uled to take an additional two
months for completion.

gers, including 21 children, aboard
the jet.
TOKYO, JAPAN: Japan’s main
ruling coalition leaned towards a
compromise with it’s opposing
member, concerning the parlia
mentary boycott, on Monday. Ten
days ago, the opposing member
began the boycott, ignited by the
government having used its major
ity to force a seat-cutting bill
through the parliament. Both sides
agreed that parliamentary business
needs to be normalized, and that it
must be done as soon as possible.

Compiled from CNN.COM by
Christina Spatz

Class in Session
Hired professors are not able to teach
classes because of administrative miscommunication

N ew s
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Total Recall: Faculty Addresses Rem oved From D irectory
By Joy Thompson

of the intended recipients and the policy
Staff Writer
change.
“I strongly feel the privacy of both stu
dents
and faculty is compromised by this
Miscommunication between campus
administration and faculty is the cause for directory,” Oppenheim said. Oppenheim
the re-printing and re-distribution of the has already had “the experience of a stu
1999-2000 MSU campus directory. The first dent showing up uninvited at my home and
issue of the directory contained home phone it was a most unpleasant encounter.” By
re-issuing the directory, her
numbers and addresses
home address will not be dis
of faculty members,
sem inated, reducing the
who were unaware the
“I strongly feel
chance o f this happening
directory would be dis
again.
tributed to students, but
the privacy of
Professor of Legal Studies,
the second version will
both students
Avram Segall said, “This issue
not.
of the Directory should serve
Dr. Patricia Hewitt,
and faculty is
as an object lesson in the fail
Vice President of Busi
compromised by
ness and Finance, takes
ure to communicate and inva
sion of privacy....There must
full responsibility for
this directory.
the notification process.
be sensitivity to valid privacy
-Dr. Lois Oppenheim ,
concerns of individuals and
In a campus-wide eFrench, German,
there should be an opportunity
mail sent yesterday,
to ‘opt out’ or some other
Russian Chair
Hewitt said that the
mechanism so that faculty
forms for the faculty
(and students) would not be
“soliciting directory in
faced with the situation,
formation did not con
fears and vaild concerns
tain the explicit state
expressed.”
ment that the new di
Students were made aware of the
rectory would include and be distributed to
option of being included in the di
the entire campus community.”
This is the first year MSU is distribut rectory by a form on the back of the
tuition and fees bill from Septem
ing the directory to faculty and students.
Because this statement was not made ber 1999.
Advertisements were also
initially, many faculty members were con
cerned about their right to privacy and taken out in The Montclarion in
safety, and asked that the directories be re September to make students aware of
called. Complaints from the faculty caused their option. An e-mail sent Wednesday
Hewitt to recall the directories and destroy from Dr. Karen Pennington, Director of Stu
the ones in the administration’s possession. dent D evelopm ent and Cam pus Life
Chairwoman of the French, German and said,according to the Family Educational
Russian Department, Dr. Lois Oppenheim Rights and Privacy Act, students’ names and
was upset that the faculty was not notified addresses can be released without students’

ooo

permission unless they request otherwise.
Notification of this release is located in
the schedule of courses book, student hand
book, and graduate and undergraduate cata
logs, Pennington said.
Junior and
sociology
major, Marie
PI a s ke 11,
said that the
n o tif ic a 
tion form
s h o u ld
be in a

ver-

sity
D irector i e s
Publish
ing Com
pany, for
the printing
of a revised
directory.
The new
directory will
include only oncampus informa
tion for faculty
and staff and direc
tory information for
students. The new di
rectories will be avail
able to students in the
next few weeks. It is un
clear whether students
will have the choice to in
clude or delete addresses
and phone numbers in the re
vised version, although fac
ulty and staff home informa
tion has been deleted.

than
on the back
o f the tuition bill.
She doesn’t remember seeing
the notification because she never

W IO & E

^ g E Ï Î W

turns her bill over. A separate piece of pa
per saying if the student doesn’t respond,
they are autom atically included in the
directoy would be an alternative to printing
it on the back of the bill, Plaskett said.
Another factor for the re-issue of the di
rectory is the advertisements it includes this
year. The administration is contractually ob
ligated to the printer who sold ad
vertising space, and has
contracted with the
publisher,
Un-

T he “Sun Spa” Tanning and 0 2 Bar
conveniently located just ONE mile
south of Montclair State University
is New Jersey’s premiere tanning
salon. If you’re planning to party
on the beach be sure to “PRE-TAN”
at The Sun Spa! You’ll look your best
and feel great with a deep, golden tan...
and avoid looking like a lobster after the
very first day of your vacation in the sun. -

m
99

• Enjoy a 10% Student discount with a MSU I.D.
• email us at sunspa@gateway.net

TheSunSpa
Tanning&02Salon
241 Lorraine Avenue,
Upper Montclair
■'

THREE FREE
SESSIONS! *
Buy a package of Ten
Sessions and get
three free.

ONE FREE SESSION!

FREE 0 2 SESSION!

Enjoy a session in our
state of the art facial &
upper body tanner.
Non claustrophobic!

Buy one refreshing
Oxygen Therapy
session and get
one free.

*For first time guests only.

For information or
to reserve a time for
your tanning session
call: 973-655-1994
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SGA Offering 100-Dollar
Bounty for N ew Legislators
Sagging student participation hindering SGA operations
By Kevin P. Hancock

dollar plan will not receive any money, Grif
fin speculated that recruiters and those they
recruited could split their 100-dollar reward
$100 is being offered to any student who four ways, but then added that it probably
can recruit three people to serve as Student wasn’t likely.
“I think this will solve the problem of
Government Association legislators until the
end of the semester, in what President John people not recruiting their friends and other
Griffin is calling a “fairly desperate mea people that might be interested,” said Grif
sure,” as the SGA attempts to beef up its fin. “But will this solve the problem of
sagging student participation numbers.
people not knowing about us? I don’t think
After the SGA was unable to conduct so.”
Griffin is not the only SGA president
business at their Wed., Feb. 2 meeting due
the legislature’s failure to meet quorum [50 who is unsure about the 100-dollar plan.
“I don’t know if I would really want to
percent attendance, plus one], director of
programming, Rob Vincent came up with go about [recruiting] that way,” said Rowan
the idea for the $100 incentive plan, as a University SGA President Liz Randazzese.
“I don’t think that’s a long-term solution.
way to kick-start a recruitment effort.
The plan says that in
After that initial
order to qualify for the
incentive, people
incentive, legislative pe
will ask what the
I don’t know if I would
titions for those recruited
next incentive is.
are due by the end of
I
think when stu
go about [recruiting]
February. As long as the
dents see other
that way...After that
three legislators are ac
[le g is la to rs ]
tive members and serve
coming up with
initial incentive, people
until the end o f the
good ideas and
will ask what the next
spring semester, the per
doing things, that
son who recruited them
incentive is.
makes them want
will receive their $100
to
join.”
-Liz Randazzese,
bounty.
R andazzese
Rowan University
“I think that some
said
that
SGA President
tim es we need to do
R ow an’s SGA
things that are a little
does have some
more disruptive because
member shortage
we just assume that what
problems of their
has worked in the past will work in the fu own, and to help boost numbers they are
ture, but that is not necessarily so,” said planning an SGA “rush day” where legisla
Vincent. “We need to constantly find fresh tors will distribute informational flyers on
campus just before their elections later in
ideas.”
Vincent pitched the idea to Vice Presi the spring. She described it as a “huge cam
dent Mike Kazimir who supports it, and paign.”
Our own SGA legislature’s participation
Vincent said that the legislature’s reaction
to the plan has been “all positive.” Despite numbers have been on a downward trend
this claim, there are many who are skepti not only this year, but for the past few years,
cal about the new strategy.
despite the organization being “as influen
“It’s definitely not a permanent solution, tial as it has ever been,” said Griffin.
it’s wasting money,” said Freshman legis
One cause may be that the organization
lator Mike Lapp. “But, if we can’t get any hasn’t been doing anything to attract a lot
thing done [because of a lack of legislators] of attention lately.
then I might support this. It’s not a real so
“One of the biggest legislatures I’ve ever
lution though.”
seen was the year [former SGA president
Some are questioning the use of money Julio Marenco] got impeached. I think it’s
to attract new members.
a Catch 22,” said SGA director of services,
“I don’t think that people should have Bill Guardino, who described the SGA’s
to be bribed to join the SGA,” said chief of need to resort to the $100 dollar plan as
“kind of sad.”
staff, Jeannette Mammaro.
“I don’t want people who are up there
Griffin said students can expect an in
because of the money,” said Griffin. “If creased presence of the SGA in an “advo
anyone is doing it for the money, they are cacy role” on campus, by taking stands on
doing it for the wrong reasons.”
important issues - such as, whether campus
Although not initially in favor of the police should carry guns or not. He hopes
monetary incentive, Griffin said he agreed that it will increase the SGA’s visibility.
to allow it because the rest of his executive
“It is something that has tailed off in the
board thought it was worth trying - at the past few years, and it is probably connected
very least because the SGA seems to have with the tail off in interest in the legislature,”
run out of ways to attract new members.
he said.
“We had a fairly positive response from
Yesterday’s SGA meeting was delayed
the legislature, because people are saying, for about 20 minutes while they waited for
‘What else can we do?” ’ said Kazimir. enough legislators to arrive to make quo
“We’ve been struggling to get a lot of people rum. There were able to conduct business
up there, and it’s to a point that we’re ask when enough legislators arrived. At the Feb.
ing, i s there really another option?’ If there 2 meeting, where they were unable to con
is, it hasn’t been presented, and I would love duct business, only 12 of a possible 29 leg
to hear [it].”
islators showed, three short of quorum.
Vincent is hopeful that money will be
Not being able to conduct business be
the solution.
cause of a failure to meet quorum is not
“Money is a great motivator, money en something new for the SGA this year. At
ergizes and if we are offering an incentive their Dec. 8, 1999 meeting, the last of the
of money to get people to become legisla fall semester, business was halted for twotors, perhaps it would help when we look and-a-half hours because attendance levels
around and see the things that we pay for dropped below quorum during the meeting.
A sergeant-at-arms was appointed to track
that are not being addressed,” he said.
Griffin agrees that money is a motivat down legislators who were missing in ac
ing factor, but is worried that the incentive tion so the meeting could continue. Hope
plan could backfire. Although, the legisla fully, when the plan goes into effect, these
tors who join the SGA as a result of the 100- problems will no longer be an issue.
Staff Writer

---------- M

-

Thefts Sweep Panzer Gym
By Karen Clarke

ken doors and windows, but these recom
mendations have yet to be enstated.

Staff Writer

Over $6,000 have been stolen from
MSU’s Panzer Gym after several recent rob
bery attempts by an unknown perpetrator.
The bulk of the crimes occurred this past
fall when there was what appeared to be a
targeted cycle of robberies directed towards
the Athletic Office.
The perpetrator stole a computer, money
and other valuable items.
Holly Gerra, Director of Athletics, has
been working here for over ten years and
said that although theft has been a sporadic
problem over the years things have grown
increasingly worse.
“The locker room for the male facility
users has had multiple thefts of everything
ranging from money and watches to articles
of clothing,” Gerra said.
The facility is heavily used and there are
many ways to enter and exit the building,
which makes it difficult to secure.
The locker room is open to all gym us
ers including students, professors and ad
ministrators and since the building is acces
sible 20 out of the 24 hours of the day the
problem of maintaining secure premises has
grown increasingly unsettling for the cam
pus community.
The lockers are aged and broken from
years of over use and the A thletic
Deptartment maintenance staff as well as
campus security agree that something must
be done to prevent this theft situation from
getting worse.
Gerra said that as this situation has been
discussed various recommendations for
improvements such as limiting access to the
building, changing the doors and fixing bro

“Due to the recent rise of theft problems
precautions have been taken and will con
tinue to be implemented,” Lt. Phillip Calitre
of University Police said.
“Patrols have increased and the alarm
system for the building will be reinstated
and upgraded,” Calitre said.
The thefts have been occurring during
the day and the perpetrator has been break
ing the lockers and for the most part disre
garding the locks.
Calitre said, although theft has been a
sporadic occurrence around campus, mea
sures have been taken such as instating vari
ous crime prevention programs have begun.
“This situation is not going unnoticed
and with the help of the campus commu
nity this situation will be put to rest,” Calitre
said.

JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

R IPPE D OFF: A total o f $5-6000 o f
items were stolen from Panzer
Gymnasium locker rooms over the past 6
months.

0AD THIS
VPS m m

ITS PART-TIME

EMPLOYEES WHO WORK ONLY 54/2 10
5 HOURS PER PAY WfTH REALLY GREAT
STARTING PAY, AWESOME WNERTS,

W A R N IN G : other part-time job offerings may contain hidden, fatal errors that can lead to or cause damage
to your maximum earning potential. To be certain you are working with the real thing, call...

The UPS

EARNS.
LEARN

Program

F il l IN ID E INFORMATION BELOW, BRIN6 IRIS AD IN WITH YOU TO YOUR
INTERVIEW, AND REGISTER TO WIN A PENTIUM COMPUTER & MONITOR.**
NAM E _
AODRESS
PHONE NUMBER
SCHOOL NAM E (“ Must bi interviewed & hind before 2/29/00 & remain employed
for I minimum of 30 days to qualify)

WWW.VP5JOB9.COM
Equal Opportunity Employer
'Program guidelines apply. Earn & Learn Program offered
in Pareippany, Secaucus & Edison Facilities only.
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LOOK FO R
CLUES AND DO
YOUR PART
SPOTTING Cl .1IKS
• Trouble sleeping or sleep too
much.
• Act very emotional or cry a lot.
•Never be hu ngry of always be
eating.
•Gain or lose weight all of a
sudden.
•Seem more moody or depressed
than usual.
•Always feel tired or run-down.
• Lose interest in daily activities.

IT'S SERIOUS WHEN...
• Talks or jokes about suicide.
• Drinks too much or uses other
drugs.
•Complains about not being able
to keep life "together".
•Gets unusually angry or
violent.
•Takes dangerous risks or looks
for hair-raising thrills.
•Stays away from friends and
wants to be left alone.
•Loses interest in how he or she
looks.
•Gives away belongings and
favorite objects.
•Shows unusual interest in wills
and insurance policies.

WHAT YOU CAN DO
• Get the person to talk to you.
•Show caring and concern. Once
someone trusts you, it will be
easier to help.

DO...
• Ask questions. Let the other
person do the talking.
• Listen to what the person has to
say.
• Let him or her know you will
help.
• Stress that things will change.
• Get the person to see a doctor or
counselor.
• Remove drugs or weapons, if
possible.
• Call the local suicide prevention
phone number for information
and support.

DON'T...
• Preach.
• Ignore warning signs and
personality changes.
• Put down a person who talks
about suicide.
• Be afraid to talk about suicide.
• Dare someone to commit
suicide
• Encourage the use of alcohol or
other drugs.
• Try to solve someone's
problem by yourself

D ep ression
C O N T IN U E D FROM P. 1
who live on campus. When students enter in their lives.”
said, “If we can’t help you we know some
college they are facing one of the most piv
Seton Hall University has a notably one who can. We are here for students even
otal points in their lives. They experience higher rate of binge drinking.
if they just want to “drop in” and talk.”
A student said she recently had to visit
issues of sexual identity, homesickness, peer
Alcohol is a major factor in causing and
acceptance and pressure to be standout stu contributing to depression. According to the Drop-In Center. “ I really needed some
dents among a larger academic group.
Goggins in the last two years MSU has made one to talk to,” she said, “someone to listen
Danielle, a se
significant efforts to to me. I was scared of myself. My boyfriend
nior, 22, broadcast
inform students of of four years broke up with me and I could
ing major remem
the dangers of binge not handle it. I felt worthless. I hadn’t left
Signs of M inor
bers her transition
drinking. “Students’ my dorm room for almost three days when
Depression
into college life at
problem s become my roommate suggested I go and talk to
MSU: “ The first
magnified when they someone. After a few sessions, I felt a little
"Overeating, or poor
week on campus was
drink. Instead of better.”
appetite
pretty upsetting to
Another student said, “ I started losing
erasing them, they
* Difficulty sleeping, or
me considering that I
my
appetite. Things weren’t worth it for
are running from
wanting to sleep all the
was on my own for
me
anymore.
I was obsessed with eating to
them and therefore
time
the first time. I just
a
point
where
I would go a day or so with
the problem s are
* Feeling that they
stayed in my dorm
just
drinking
water.
My friends noticed me
never resolved.”
never have enough
room every night. It
Due to a better-in not eating and suggested I go to talk to some
energy
wasn’t until the sec
formed student body, one. The Drop- In center referred me to Psy
* Difficulty concen
ond or third week af
a dry campus, and chological Services.”
trating
The MSU Psychological Services Cen
ter I started classes
psychological ser
* Chronic low self
and joined an organi
vices on campus the ter provides personal counseling and psy
esteem, pessimism or
zation on campus, that
depression rate at chological services for MSU students.
sadness
Lombardo said, “We try to help students
I started to meet
MSU stays at a steady
people and feel like I
in all phases of their depression. We pro
rate.
Suicide: Who Is at Risk?
belonged in the col
A member of a lo vide short-term care, usually for the semes
Brochure by ETR Associates
lege community.”
cal fraternity, Kevin, ter. If the student still needs help after that
Seasonal depres
20, undeclared, MSU time we refer them somewhere else to con
sion is the most com
student said, “When I tinue their treatment.”
mon form of depression students suffer drink I feel that I have no problems. I’m
To avoid the stigma of counseling for
from. Some students have a reaction to day not thinking about anything. Nothing is students. Psychological Services is located
light. Symptoms can be those of minor or bothering me. I’m more relaxed.”
on the far end of campus, hidden beneath
major depression. Students who have Sea
the safety of the
On the other
sonal Affective Disorder (SAD) might no hand, Brian a se
large trees sur
tice an unexplained drop in grades, lack of nior, business ma
rounding the build
motivation to leave their rooms and diffi jor, 21, said, “Last
ing.
Signs of Major
culty concentrating on small tasks such as year I was drinking
C o n s id e rin g
Depression
holding a conversation, especially during the heavily. I was un
the location of
winter months.
G ilbreth House,
der a lot of pressure
* Loss of pleasure in
Depression affects the whole body, in from my family and
however, a student
formerly enjoyed activi
cluding the brain. It alters emotional and school. I would go
said, “It’s so far
ties
physical feelings. Depression is treatable, out and get wasted.
from my dorm. It
* Significant weight
but untreated, depression can be deadly, as I was out of control.
would be less of a
loss or gain
it is a common factor in suicide.
hassle to just walk
But when I woke up
MWorthless or guilty
“It is the students’ choice to get help. the next morning,
across the room,
feelings
We aid them but they must be willing. Ev my problems still
take the pills out of
* Overwhelming
erything is confidential between the coun existed. The alco
the cabinet and
sadness, “going crazy”
selor and the student. We do not contact hol ju st num bed
swallow them.”
* Hopelessness
parents. We help to address students and them. I had to ad
“Psychological
* Hard to explain,
their concerns; we listen and are prepared mit to myself that
Services
is se
sometimes frightening,
to help them in the best possible way, the drinking was not
cluded
so
that
stu
physical symptoms
whether it be through scheduled visits for making my prob
dents
feel
they
* Thoughts of death or
counseling or through prescribing medica lems go away.”
could walk down
suicide
tion,” Lombardo said.
there without per
The D rop-In
Most students suffer from depression C enter is a peer
haps running into
Suicide: Who Is at Risk?
and do not know it. Unhappiness and suf counseling facility
their peers and en
Brochure by ETR Associates
fering are often caused by conflicts and at MSU. The build
sure their confi
stresses of which one is unaware. Gener ing is located be
dentiality in all as
ally, people are not aware of the connection tween the student
pects of their re
between problems in living and their emo center and Richardson Hall. The center is a covery,” Goggins said.
tional conditions. Heavy academ ic walk-in/ telephone service offering peer
This year a new program was offered to
workloads, part-time jobs, and parental counseling, referrals and information, freshmen called STARS. This program pro
problems are all examples of these stresses. staffed solely by specially-trained volunteer vides a sense of community for freshmen
Kate, 21, a senior art major, said, “My students. The center offers services on cam by encouraging the students to take three
friends all work and go to school. Some pus and off-campus, and on drugs and alco classes together thus helping them to con
times they get so stressed and upset because hol, medical, psychological services and nect with their peers, work together as a
they cannot handle the load. Many people sexual health.
team, to create friendships and to have a
don’t realize how hard it is to maintain your
A peer counselor at the Drop-In Center pleasant college experience.
GPA, go to work and still have a life.”
Cross-cultural research (Pillay and
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES' WORKSHOPS
Wassenaar 1995) shows that individuals
FOR M SU FACULTY AND STAFF
who feel hopeless are mainly characterized
by having a negative view about the future.
The results of this study indicate that Ameri
Performance Enhancement
Stress Management
can college students had a significantly
for Sports &
negative outlook on life. They reported feel
ing more hopeless about the future, less op
Performing
Arts
Time Management
timism in their outlook on life, and endorsed
more suicidal views.
Recognizing Signs of
Building Communication
Another student said, “There is so much
Emotional Distress
pressure on us as students from parents,
Skills
peers, teachers, employers. Sometimes they
just don’t understand. I had to see my advi
Fostering Multicultural
S taff Developmen t
sor because at this point I needed some type
& Team Building
Friendships
of direction.”
Robert Goggins, a psychologist at the
office of residence life at Bohn Hall said,
Keys for Academic Success
Recognizing Signs of
“Students need to feel that the teachers and
Eating Disorders
staff at MSU care about them. They need
Dealing with People
to feel a sense of community and support.
MSU tries to create an open faculty to sit
and talk to students about things going on
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By Jill Nuber_________________________
Special to The Montclarion

The Vice President of the Greek Coun
cil has recently been under investigation,
which may lead to his impeachment, said
Jilinda Briggs, Greek Council president.
Jeremy Wills of Theta Xi Fraternity has
been accused of malfeasance, or perfor
mance of a wrongful act, misfeasance or
misuse of power, and non-feasance.
Wills said that all of these charges

By Julie Gau
Staff Writer

A total of 1,200 new parking spaces may
be available with the construction of a new
campus parking deck, for which a request
for proposal was submitted in last month’s
Board of Trustees meeting.
“We know we need more parking, and
with so many acres of land, the only way to
go is up,” said Director of Business and Fi
nance Dr. Patricia Hewitt. The goal is use
the university’s space efficiently while keep
ing parking convenient and close to students
and faculty.
Dealings with building firms may post
pone construction, as might weather and
lack of building supplies, but the goal is to
see it open in the fall semester 2000.
“It may take nine months to a year to
build a parking deck of that size,” Hewitt
said. It will most likely be used for com
muter students, and faculty and staff mem

NEWS

Greek Council committee will read the bill
and speak specifically about what happened.
This is when Wills has a chance to defend
himself.
The vote will be a secret ballot and a
representative from each fraternity and so
rority will vote on whether or not Wills will
stay vice president, Briggs said.
If Wills is impeached, Briggs has the
power to appoint another Greek member but
she will not comment on who she has in
mind.

Wills main concern is the Greek com
munity.
“No matter what the outcome is, I just
hope that everyone looks at this and has the
best interest of the Greek community in
mind,” Wills said.
Wills has been vice president of the
Greek Council since September of 1999.
His job is to oversee the duties of the presi
dent, to run the Greek Council meetings and
to look after committees. He is now a se
nior and majors in industrial education.

bers whom supposedly have a shortage of dent John Griffin has suggested the faculty
lot behind the recently built Dickson Hall
parking areas.
and near the Student
“[I don’t] know if moving Lot
—
cent
er, faculty and
28 parkers to the new deck will
staff Lot 14.
happen this go-around,” Hewitt
“We know we
“It would be
said.
Some suggested sites are be
convenient
for both
need more
hind Blanton, behind Lot 14 where
student and faculty,
parking, the
not to mention visi
the tennis courts are, and the area
tors,”
said Griffin.
between the Ampitheatre and the
only way to go
That leaves Lot 14
University Police station.
is up.
parkers without
“The problem is I want to pick
parking
until
a space where we don’t currently
•
have parking,” Hewitt said, be
completion of the
-Dr. Patricia Hewitt,
deck.
cause there is no extra space to
Director o f Business
A company has
move certain parkers to different
and Finanace
already surveyed the
areas. The tennis court area seems
campus for possible
most beneficial to the project. If
locations for the
need be, the tennis area will be
parking deck. Bid
moved, but rest assured the facility will still be made available.
ding opens on
Many students would like to see the new March 7. Out of the 28 companies that at
parking area closer to the dorms. SGA Presi tended the mandatory meeting, the school

will pay the lowest bidder to build the deck.
It will be the least expensive company that
builds the lot.
Hewitt said in a Feb. 7 pre-bid meeting,
that the history and reputation of the con
struction companies will also be considered.
Another meeting will require the Board
of Trustees to approve the bid, finalize con
tracts and allow the start of construction.
Depending on the new regulations and
construction costs, the parking decal price
may be altered or a pay booth at the deck
may be set up, Hewitt said. These details
will be determined once the cost of the park
ing deck is finalized.
She assumes this is the first parking deck
of at least two or three in MSU’s future.
“If we get more decks, we can do more
things with the existing lots and maybe give
people some more options,” Hewitt said.
“We already pay to be here, it [the park
ing deck] should be near by us,” Linda
Keuntja, a resident MSU student said.

against him were not specified but will be
at the next Greek Council meeting.
Wills said he originally wanted to resign
at last week’s Greek Council meeting so
these problems would not come up in pub
lic, but he decided not to because he wanted
to stay and clear his name of any wrong
doing. He also said that he does not want to
cause any harm in the Greek community.
Briggs said that a meeting will be held
on Feb. 22, to determine whether or not
Wills will be impeached. She said that the

Wednesday, Feb. 16th and Thursday, Feb. 17th
11 am - 3 pm
Student Center Ballroom C
Please stop by to gather free informational brochures, take
a brief screening, and/or watch a 20 minute video!
Also: Free lecture on Eating Disorders, 11 am on both days o f
screening in Student Center Room 415.
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Fe a t u r e

Israeli/ Palestinian C onflict
In The M edia Debated
By Florence Roggeman
Staff Writer

n Tuesday, February 1st, the Jew
ish Student Union hosted a debate
which discussed the media’s por
trayal of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
Guest speakers David Mallack of the United
Jewish Federation of Metro West and Maher
Abdelqader of the Sunrise, a prominent Ara
bic newspaper, and member of the Ameri
can Palestinian Congress, presented the is
sues as experienced by Israel supporters and
Palestinians respectively.
Jeffrey Ross of the Anti-Defamation
League, however, opined that both sides
receive unfair coverage at times and further
hypothesized that the dissatisfaction of both
parties may indicate that media coverage is
generally nonpartisan.
A brief introduction by Montclair State
University’s Dr.Thomas Cassilly provided
the audience with a history of the region
dating to ancient times. He was careful to
point out the differences in the historical
records espoused by both Israelis and Pal
estinians while citing commonalties be
tween the divergent perspectives.
David Mallack described coverage of
Israel and her internal politics as statistically
unbalanced, with this area seeing a vastly
greater quantity of attention focused for its
size and relative global importance than any
other nation. He also argued that the media
tailors reporting of events to fit the ‘David
and Goliath’ or ‘Good Guy vs. Bad Guy’
paradigm, first introduced during coverage
of the Vietnam Conflict. Depicting media
coverage as anti-Israeli, Mallack attacked
the popular portrayal of a ‘big, bad’ Israel,
supported by the U.S. government, and the
‘weak, defenseless’ Palestinians, unde
fended from the malicious onslaught of Is

O

raeli domination.
Maher Abdelgader spoke stirringly of
the anti-Arab bias prominent in popular
movies and other forms of mass media. He
attacked the prejudice against Arabs pre
dominantly characterized as uncivilized,
uneducated and violent. Citing recent gov
ernment statistics, Abdelgader dispelled the
belief that Arabs are responsible for the
majority of American terrorism abroad,
showing that out of 111 anti-American
crimes, only five were perpetrated in Middle
Eastern nations. (More than twice that
amount occurred in Europe and 15 times
as many occurred in South America.)
Abdelqader focussed his discussion on the
media’s portrayal of the Palestinians as un
reasonable, and most importantly, untrust
worthy, throughout the Peace Process. He
argued that the Israeli government has cor
rupted the Peace Process by using global
media to manipulate and denigrate both
Palestinians and their representatives.
Attempting to speak as a moderate,
Jeffery Ross began his discussion by stat
ing his hypothesis that the mutual dissatis
faction of both parties suggests the overall
fairness of media coverage. Ross spoke of
the way in which the mere selection of terms
used can present a bias. For example, the
difference between referring to the largest
Palestinian occupied territory as the West
Bank recalls the connection of this area with
the East Bank, a region of Jordan. Refer
ring to this area as ancient Judea and
Sumaria exposes a biased perspective,
where the land discussed is described as the
biblical Jewish homeland as opposed to an
area more recently controlled by the Arab
Kingdom of Jordan.
Although the debate’s primary focus re
lated specifically to media coverage of the
Israeli-Palestinian Conflict, the myriad ar

ERIN DASENBROCK/ MONTCLARION

Dr. Thomas Cassilly provided the audience with a brief introduction about the history
o f the American Palestinian Congress dating back to ancient times.
guments of the conflict itself were inevita
bly the focus of questions addressed during
the Open Forum. As the discussion de
volved into bantering between audience
members and guest speakers, Inna Gutman,
president of the Jewish Student Union, has

tened to bring the event to a close. Heated
discussion continued immediately follow
ing the conclusion of the debate, leaving
many with an appetite for more in depth
debate over the nature of the conflict and
the direction of the Peace Process.

G am m a-H ydroxybutrate: T h e N ext D ate Rape P arty Favor
the body within 24 hours, making it diffi
cult to trace.
Staff Writer
GHB was once sold over the counter,
and is found as a natural substance in the
here is little question as to what killed human body. In more recent years, it has
15-year-old Samantha Reid of De been found on the streets as a feel good drug.
troit, Michigan last January 16 at a GHB is known to increase sexual pleasures,
party - the new date rape drug GHB. The induce restful sleep, and act as an antide
fatal case of this young girl brought about pressant..
Consequently, these feelings, as with any
one of the nation’s first trials in a death re
drug,
are too good to be true. Common side
lated to gamma-hydroxybutrate, a colorless,
effects
may include headache, nausea, and
odorless drug in a liquid form that is usu
drowsiness.
In the case of high dosage, a
ally slipped into someone’s drink. Presi
person’s
coordination is im
dent Clinton is expected to
paired,
breathing
is slowed, vi
sign a bill that will signifi
sion
and
memory
are impaired,
cantly toughen federal laws
and
even
possible
seizure-like
“GHB
is
a
and prison sentences for the
movements
may
occur.
possession of GHB.
dangerous and
Under the proposed legis
Since 1990, GHB has
sometimes
fatal
lation,
GHB would be placed
been linked to at least 58
in
a
category
of drugs that
deaths and more than 5,700
drug used to
would
be
more
strictly regu
overdoses, according to the
facilitate
sexual
lated
by
the
Federal
Controlled
Drug Enforcement Admin
Substances
Act.
Though
it is
istration. Rep. Fred Upton,
assaults.
already
a
controlled
substance
the sponsor for the passing
in 20 states, the remaining 30
of the new bill, reports that
states legalized GHB because
GHB is a “dangerous and
it is a steroid used by body
sometimes fatal drug used
builders.
However, as new evi
to facilitate sexual assaults.”
dence
in
the
Reid
case
is discovered, the
And according to an article in the Star Led
adolescent
community
needs to become
ger on February 1, deaths from the drug are
more
aware
of
the
tragic
consequences
that
increasing rapidly from one in 1990 to 17
GHB
can
cause.
last year.
Donna Barry, acting director of the
A person who drinks a beverage laced
with GHB may lose consciousness within Health and Wellness Center at Montclair
20 minutes, and will not have any recollec State University, says that GHB has a po
tion of what happened later on. GHB has tential for appearing at parties on campus,
no color or odor, and has been used in a and students should be aware of what they
number of sexual assaults. The drug leaves may be dealing with at those parties.
By Michele Phipany

T

------- W

No one should ever leave their drinks
alone, where they can easily be drugged,”
Barry says. “GHB is also known to have a
salty taste, so if anything tastes funny, throw
it out and get help.”
Any questions or concerns about GHB
and date rape on campus may be directed to
the Health and Wellness Center in Blanton
Hall, the Drop-In Center, the Women’s Cen
ter, or the Counseling and Psychological
Center (CAPS).
The Rape Crisis Hotline is also avail
able to help 24 hours a day, and is com
pletely confidential. This assistance can be

reached at 1-908-233-7273, and there is also
a toll free number located at the front of any
phone book. Furthermore, you can access
several websites to find out more informa
tion
on
GHB
at
http://w w w .
drugfreeamerica.org.ghb.html, or http://
cdc.gov.
The rising issue of GHB as a date rape
drug is nothing to be taken lightly. Know
the facts about gamma-hydroxybutrate, and
take all precautions to prevent you and your
friends from becoming victims. Be aware
of your surroundings and learn the facts of
GHB so you don’t become the next victim.

Ways to protect yourself from becoming a victim to
date rape and the effects o f this deadly drug
1. Never leave your drinks unattended.
2. Do not accept any beverages from someone you do not know
well and trust.
3. At a bar or club, accept drinks only from the bartender, waiter or
waitress.
4. At parties, do not accept open container drinks from anyone.
5. Be alert to the behavior of friends. Anyone appearing
disproportionately inebriated in relation to the amount of alcohol
they have consumed may be in danger.
6. Anyone who believes they have consumed a sedative-like
substance should be driven to a hospital emergency room or should
call 911 for an ambulance. Try to keep a sample of the beverage
for analysis.
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Pelicans Pics: Dinner and a Movie for Valentine s Day
Justin Vellucci, Editor-In-Chief pics:
For dinner:
Sal’s Tavern- Red Bank
Piero’s- Atlantic Highlands
For after dinner:
Manhattan- Romantic Comedy
Brazil- Drama/ Fantasy
Joy Renee Selnick, Managing Editor pics:
For dinner:
The Olive Garden- Springfield
For after dinner:
The Graduate- Drama
Timothy M. Casey, Treasurer pics:
For dessert:
Café Mona Lisa- The Village
For after dessert:
Angela’s Ashes- Drama
Jim Davison, Production Editor pics:
For dinner:
Rain Forest Café- Menlo Park Mall
For after dinner:
Tigger, The Movie- Children’s Animated
Christine Zielinski, News Editor pics:
For dinner:
Lotsa Pasta- Montclair
For after dinner:
Forget Paris- Romantic Comedy
Christina Spatz, Assistant News Editor
pics:
For dinner:
Macaroni Grill- Edison
For after dinner:
Romeo & Juliet ( 1970’s version)Romantic Tragedy
Elizabeth Hutchinson, Acting Opinion
Page Editor pics:
For dinner:
Pasta Primavera and Angel Food Cake
with Strawberries
For after dinner:
The Matchmaker- Romantic Comedy
The English Patient- Romantic Drama

M

S

U

C

A

M

Carolyn Velchik, Feature Editor pics:
For dinner:
Candlelight, inexpensive food and the
one that you love
For after dinner:
What Dreams May ComeRomantic Drama
Lisa Gribbin- Assistant Feature Editor
pics:
For dinner:
any kind of seafood
For after dinner:
Say Anything- Romantic
Michael Finnerty, Arts Editor pics:
For dinner:
Salad, chicken parmesan with linguini,
garlic bread and a bottle of wine
For after dinner:
Life is Beautiful- Foreign
Friday the 13th- parts 1-9- Horror
Anna Lawrence, Assistant Arts Editor
pics:
For dessert:
Peaches, strawberries and champagne
For after dessert:
Labyrinth- Fantasy
Princess Bride- Romantic Fantasy
Mike Halper, Acting Sports Editor pics:
For dinner:
The Olive Garden- Seacaucus
For after dinner:
Monday Night RAW- Comedic Drama
Chris Finegan, Humour Editor pics:
For dinner:
Penne Alla Vodka
For after dinner:
Bram Stoker's Dracula- Horror/ Drama
Brian Cross, Assistant Humour Editor
pics:
For dinner:
Taco Bell, Nachos Bell Grande
(take home kit)
For after dinner:
To Hell and Back- Drama

P

U

S

C

A

• Sign up for the Apollo Trip in the OSAU office,
*SC Annex 119
• Le Cercle Francais, 3 p.m. D I 115
• Tea and Talk Series: O lga Leontorich, 3:30 p.m.
Global Education C enter

L

E

Jenn Winski, Photography Editor pics:
For dinner:
Linguini in Pink Vodka Sauce
For after dinner:
Great Expectations- Romantic Drama
Lizbeth Victorero, Assistant Photogra
phy Editor pics:
For dinner:
Sardi’s- New York City
For after dinner:
Shakespeare In LoveRomantic Comedy

Mary Paolucci, Chief Copy Editor pics:
For dinner:
Houlihan’s- Livingston
For after dinner:
The Green Mile- Drama
Kevin Schwoebel, Advertising Director
pics:
For dinner:
Ophelia’s- Montclair
For after dinner:
The Quiet Man- Romantic
Some Kind o f WonderfulRomantic Comedy

And for those of you who would like to look around for themselves, here are a few
websites that might help you cook a fabulous dinner:
http://www.geocities.com/NapaValley/6279/
http://www.pierecipe.com
http://www.neosoft.com/recipes/microwave/default.html
http://www.goodnuke.com/rei.ipcs/iRdex.ntni

AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE
OUR DREAM COME TRUE
My husband and I have been told that our only hope for having
a child is through egg donation. This is why we are reaching out
to you - Caucasian women between the ages of 21 and 32, who
are willing to help us realize our dream of becoming a family by
donating eggs. We are working with a Reproductive Center in
New Jersey where you will be carefully screened to ensure your
optimum health. Your participation will be confidential.
After you have completed an egg donation cycle, you will be
compensated $6,500 or a $500 referral fee, if you refer a
successful donor. To participate, you must have medical
insurance and a means of transportation
For more information, please send a brief description about
yourself to Michelle Roberts, PO Box 1452, Mountainside, NJ
07092-0452 or email to delphi286286@yahoo.com
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• Conservation Club, 4 p.m . SC 104
• ASSIST coffeehouse, 10 p.m. Ratt
• Drum Circle, 10 p.m . SC 104
'

• “The Liberation o f a Black Genius,” Keynote
Speaker: Fabanuo A duana Jd., 12 p.m. DI Cohen
Lounge
Chi Upsilon Sigm a Party, 9 p.m . SC Ballrooms
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•

• Lincoln’s Birthday
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Saturday

• Go out and buy your last m inute Valentine’s Day presents
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Sunday
.1 ..
• Valentine’s Day
• Meet the Candidate: Jim Fiorio, 1 p.m. SC 411
• Yoga, i-2 p.m. s c 419

_ _

Monday

• SPECTRU M S, 2-3 p.m . SC 416
• LASO, 3:30 p.m . SC Cafe C
• OSAU m ovie night,
7:30 p.m. SC Cafe C
• Phi Sigma Pi rush question and answ er session,
9:30 p.m. SC revolving doors

..JK..
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LoveJones,

• Womens Center: “Skills Identification in the
Career- Decision M aking Process,” 12-1 p.m. SC 417
• Geo Club, 4 p.m . MA 252 G
• SPECTRU M S, 6:30-7:30 p.m. SC 416
• CLUB, 7:30 p.m . SC 104

.

Tuesday
^
• “Freedom o f Speech vs. Freedom o f
Expression,” 8 p.m. DI Brantl Lounge
• Phi Sigma Pi Rush Event: bowling
night, 8:30 p.m. SC revolving doors
• Possible Side Effects, 10 p.m. Ratt
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By Rachel Worschawski
Staff Writer

Do:
• Avoid watching Titanic or any other
love movie for that matter.
• Avoid going to eat at a romantic candle
light dinner atmosphere.
• Avoid looking at old pictures and po
ems from an ex. Burn them up!
• Avoid rem inding yourself of last
Valentine’s Day when you were not alone.
• Avoid calling your ex and crying.
• Avoid getting mad at your friends that
do have Valentines. It is not their fault and
no matter what you think, it is not a con
spiracy against you.
• Avoid going shopping. You will spend

a lot more money than usual.
• Avoid listening to
sad music.
• Avoid wearing red,
it will make cupid notice
you more. You will feel
more alone.
• Avoid sitting alone
all day and night.
• Avoid junk food!
Potato chips and ice
cream may help you to
feel better at that particu
lar sad moment, but you
won’t be happy the next
day when you realize
you have gained a few
pounds.
• Avoid sulking about negative things.

Courses Start Soon! Have you reserved a seat?
GRE Courses

Free practice GNIAT
available online a t
www.review.com!
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You are not the only one alone and being
alone is not the worst thing in the whole
world, although at times
it seems as though it is.
Do:
• Remind yourself
why you left your ex and
be happy with yourself
that you chose correctly.
• Make sure you
watch
Dumb and
Dumber, or a funny
movie.
• Go out to eat with
some single friends.
Make fun of all the
cheesy couples.
• Call your mother, father, sister or

Free practice GRE
available online a t
www.review.com!

^seating is limited call today*

M ontclair S tudents receive a $50

(8 0 0 )2 -R E VIE W
w w w .re v ie w .c o m

D IS C O U N T O F F A N Y C O U R S E O N C A M P U S !!

THE: P R IN C E T O N R E V IE W

SPONSORED BY THE MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
2000 SPRING SEMESTER
OPEN TO ALL MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF.

brother. You know they will always be your
Valentine.
• Eat some chocolates, but not the whole
heart-shaped box.
• Get up and dance to some good music.
• Work out your body. Go for a run or
the gym. Maybe you will meet your future
while doing push-ups!
• Make plans for the following week
end to hang out with your best friend and
party.
• Concentrate on yourself; realize you
won’t be alone for ever. Maybe treat your
self to a relaxing bath or cook your favorite
food.
• Think about the most rom antic
Valentine’s Day dream, and maybe one day
that dream will come true.

The Long Distance Blues
By Leah Soltis
Staff Writer

Beginning on
February 21st
at
Montclair State U.
Center For Continuing
Education

9

nyone who has dealt, or is dealing,
with a long-distance relationship
knows how difficult they can be,
especially around that infamous holiday,
Valentine’s Day. Although you’ll probably
miss your honey more on this most dreaded,
heart-filled day, there are many ways to
make it far less painful. Just keep things in
perspective, and see if any of these ideas
make you feel any better.
Make a date:
Maybe you talk to your long-distance
love every night, and maybe you don’t. But
whatever the case, make sure you minimize
phone tag on this all-important day by set
ting aside definite phone time. Make sure
you’re home at that time, and kick any un
ruly roommates off the line to maximize
your Valentine’s Day phone time. After all,
you want tq spend a part of your day talk
ing to your boy/girlfriend, not the whole day
trying to get in touch with each other.
Send cheesy packages:
No matter how much you gag when you
head into a drugstore and see heart-shaped
everythings covering the walls and shelves,
remind yourself that this stuff can actually
be funny! Imagine how much fun it would
be to open a box full of conversation hearts
and chocolates from your honey on
Valentine’s Day. Cute packages can really
make your day better, and sending them
ensures that you’re helping your other half
cope with being alone this Valentine’s Day.
Plus, don’t forget that you can buy almost
anything over the Internet these days, and
items can be sent almost everywhere. Be
creative and use your imagination!
Surprise!
Hey, if you’ve got the money, you can’t

A

beat showing up on your significant other’s
doorstep on this romantic holiday. But hint
to them that a very important delivery is go
ing to be made during a specific time, and
advise them that they’d do well to be in their
home or office to receive it. After all, noth
ing can be worse than surprising an absent
person.
Make another date:
Don’t be alone, but also don’t cheat. Play
it single and go out with other single friends.
Get all dolled up, go to a party. Remember
that friends are a great commodity, and can
be both supportive and just plain fun at the
same time.
Get a pet:
And if you don’t want to be alone, but
don’t have many single friends, go out and
get yourself a new pet! Whether it’s a gold
fish or a kitten, a hedgehog or a puppy, hav
ing something to take care of can always
make you feel better. Also, just having some
change of pace can make thoughts of your
distant love fade conveniently into the back
ground.
And if you really feel like moping:
All right. Sometimes you really do just
start missing your boyfriend or girlfriend
way too much and just getting out of bed
seems like hard work. So if you really want
to stay at home and mope all day, at least
rent some quality movies with which to pass
time.
Whatever you do decide to don on Feb
ruary 14,2000, simply remind yourself that,
when you come right down to it, it really is
just another day, and really nothing to sweat.
Don’t freak out, don’t throw a fit, and defi
nitely don’t end your relationship so you can
have that ever-important Valentine’s Day
date. This day will turn into February 15th
soon enough, so just relax!

FREE OF CHARGE!
CERTIFIED INSTRUCTORS FROM THE UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT!

CLASSES MEET MONDAYS, 6:30PM TO 8:00PM.
BEGINNING FEBRUARY 7thAND RUN THROUGH APRIL 3rd
LOCATION:
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1 9 9 9 -2 0 0 0

THE

RUSS HALL. KOPS LOUNGE
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SERVICE WITH A SMILE

W IT H T H E G R A M
By Anna Lawrence
www.assisiantansediior.com

do not under
stand the New
York Stock Ex
change. I do, how
ever, understand the
Hollywood Stock Ex
change. No, Holly
wood didn’t go cor
porate behind your
back. The Hollywood Stock Exchange, or
HSX, is one of the most entertaining inter
active web sites on the Internet.
HSX is a game based on the real Stock
Exchange. Instead of buying or selling com
panies, you buy or sell actors, actresses,
movies, singers or bands. Funds and op
tions are also available.
Traders, who have to register to play,
buy and sell stock in the hopes of boosting
their net worth. Net worth is measured in
Hollywood Dollars (designated by H$).
Eventually, you can sell your stocks and the
Hollywood money can go towards pur
chases in the Hollywood Store.
This idea is nice in theory, but when you
consider that a Sony Kaboombox is in the
neighborhood of H$7,000,000, I’ll play the
HSX for the entertainment value only.
HSX provides a community area where
you can chat with other users on message
boards, and sends out a weekly newsletter
with the latest Hollywood information and
gossip, to aid your trading, of course.
What I like best about HSX is the little
section called “My League.” Through “My
League” you can keep track of your progress
as well as the progress of friends. It adds a
nice competitive touch to HSX. Currently,
I’m in the lead in the Movies Market, but
...
.•••'( ; •>
.I

I

MIKE HALPER/ MONTCLARION

James Bulgar, manager o f Blanton Hall cafeteria, presents Maria
Amezquita with an employee service award last Wednesday, Feb. 2.

f l o p p y V a le n tin e 's

don’t ask me about the Music Market. I’m
horribly, in last place.
Be warned. This site does come with a
few minor bugs.
First of all, while I
enjoy the fact that Op
tions are offered in the
Movie Market, they
are not offered in the
Music Market. Op
tions are a fairly easy
way to make money.
Why should traders who work more in the
Movie Market have this advantage over
traders who work primarily in the Music
Market?
I also do not like the speed of the site.
At times, the site is horribly slow. On other
sites this might actually be tolerated, but in
a game where hundreds of thousands of
dollars can be lost in barely minutes time is
of the essence and should not be wasted on
waiting for your portfolio target updated.
Otherwise, the site is fun. You can spend
hours lost there. You may find yourself
checking it a few times a day.
Dare I say, Hollywood Stock Exchange
is informative. You learn about how the
stock market works (although I still don’t
understand short selling, indexes and other
more advanced stock terms) and get the lat
est news and gossip on movies and music.
One bit of advice for you prospective
traders (This advice was passed on to me
by a friend, and so I pass it on to you):
Babyface, in mass quantities. Don’t knock
it until you’ve tried it, and keep in mind,
this is the only advice you’ll ever get from
me.
Got a site you think should get re
viewed? Email the link with a brief descrip
tion to me: thegramrock@aol.com

THE INSTITUTE FOR
REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
AND SCIENCE OF SAINT BARNABAS
An affiliate of the Saint Barnabas Health Care System

A S AN EGG D O N O R ,
YOU CAN H E L P A
C O U P L E BE W H A T
T H E Y ’VE ALWAYS
DREA M ED OF B E I N G . . .
A FAMILY.
jjw e ,

V ie cM

o n tc la r io n S ta f f

T he Institute for Reproductive

donor cycle, you will be compensated

Barnabas Medical Center is seeking

$5,000. To qualify, you must have med

egg donors.

Come Meet
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Democratic Candidate
for Senator
S tu d e n t C e n te r R oom 4 1 1 * 1 P M
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a n d the D e p a rtm e n t of P o litic a l S c ie n c e

After you have completed an egg

Medicine and Science of Saint

ical insurance and be able to provide

There are many infertile couples
whose only dream is to have a family.
That’s why we’re reaching out to you—

your own transportation to and from
the hospital.
Residents of New York can have

women of all ethnic backgrounds,

screening and daily monitoring tests

between the ages of 21 and 32, who

performed locally by a physician practice

are willing to donate eggs. You will be

which is associated with the Institute.

carefully screened both medically and
psychologically to ensure your optimum
health. Our donation program adheres
to the highest ethical standards, and
your participation will be confidential.

For more inform ation
on being an egg donor,
please call 1 (8 0 0 ) 8 2 4 - 3 1 2 3 .

We’re right here when you need us.

■ ■ SAINT BARNABAS
■ ■ MEDICAL CENTER
An affiliate of the Saint Barnabas Health Care System
Old Short Hills Rond

Livingston, New Jersey 07039
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lb Shannon and Lisa,
Happy \klentine's Day!
Love, Brian
lb Lori
Who’s my Baby?

JennEveiyday has been a joy since
you came into my life. I love you,
Valentine.
-Chris
Louise,
I m iss you! Have a freak nasty
time in mystic.
Love your tanfastic best friend,
Thelma

lb: Masory “Beth”
From: ????
Anxiously aw aiting knowing
you, I must confess I’m intrigued
by your honey-sw eet sm ile and
Tb: Grace O’Brien
enlightening eyes. Lets get to know
From: Ttoy Pavuk
one another. Here’s a clue, we met
From a D+D in who knows
between the walkway of Bohn and
Blanton Hall. Happy Valentine’s where to the Honeymoon capital of
the world, I love you. You have
Day!
changed my life. TWo down and a
lifetime to go.
DavePerls,
Will you be my Valentine?
Dear Carolyn,
Love, LilKldl61
Despite the fact that this is bad
luck, I figured I’d write you one
Carolyn,
Hey roomie, I’m so glad we are anyway. Happy 6 month anniver
friends. I ju st want you to know sary /Valentine’s Day!
Love always, Kevin
that if it wasn’t for you I would have
transferred a long time ago. That’s
Tb Joe M.,
the truth. Happy W entine!
You’ll get laid one day. This block
Love, Erin
of provolone is for good buddy.
Ken,
JonathanThe 2nd V-Day together, wow!
The hottest DA. at Bohn. Hope
I’m so glad you put up with me and
all my moodiness. Thanks for be you spend Valentine’s Day with
ing the best boyfriend ever. I love someone sweet ’cause I’m too shy
to make a move.
you with all my heart.
-Anonymous
Love, Bloomfield
Tb my little little little little,
Stay strong! You can do it! I have
faith in you! Stay strong!
Love your big big big
big
Tb Brian Cross,
You are so adorable, I love you!
Tb everyone and no one.
Today is gray skies, tomorrow is
tears, you’ll have to wait till yes
terday is here.
Livin' it, Lovin’ it (anonymous)
Kevin,
I know this is “bad luck,” but
Happy Anniversary. Hopefully, this
will be our first in a long line,
xoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxo
I luvs u, Carolyn

Dearest TablespoonWill you vacuum my room,
loverly? Elephant shoes always.
Love, Tbaspoon
Tb my little Shannon,
Don’t get too out of your mind
on W entine’s Day- you never know
when Mr. Right is going to show
up!
Love your big Carolyn
Chris,
Your love is my umbrella and my
sunshine.
Love, Jenn
Love is the only game that is not
called on account of darkness.

When I was all messed up, and
I had opera in my head, your love
was a light bulb, hanging over my
Mike,
Happy Valentine’s Day! (as if I bed.
could fit all the “I love you’s” into
To Mike L.,
one day!)
Hey...you got a hickey. Congrats!
All my love, Lizbeth
Remember the fire truck!
To CaCaHead,
To my furry Chalupa,
Love is an understatement.
Although this Valentine's Day I'll
Your PickleQueen
be cuddling with M iss Brodies
lighting instruments, none of them
To Liz,
light up my life as much as you. I
HI!
love you.
Love Brian
-Grace
Leo,
Lizbeth,
You are the best thing that has
■Vbu rock! You’re a photo god
happened to me in a long while. I
send! I luv you sweetie! Have a
will love you forever.
great V-Day!
Love your fiance, Lynette
Love, Jenn
To all the lonely people out
there,
Get a life!
8-24-98 until foreveras long as it is with you my love.
Love Pee Pee Girl
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Carolyn,
You suffer from m issing photo
request to m issing photo request,
and you still haven’t killed me.
You’re the best.
Love your suitemate
Dear Feo,
I Love You so much! This is go
ing to be one of the best "Valentine’s
Day ever! I can’t wait to be with
you forever! Mi Amor!!
Love Always, Fea
BrianAll my life I was waiting for a
sweet hippie boy. I’m so glad I fi
nally found you.
Love, Anna
Christina, Kim and Jess,
Happy \klentine’s Day Roomie!
And my 7th floor snow day buds.
Love Liz
Tb all of A.S.S.I.S.T., The Montclarion and the radio,
The Gram says this: you’re the
best!
Love the one and
only

Carolyn,
You are so sexy. I love you!
I love you too!
Erin D.,
Wander what Stephen J. is do
ing this Valentine’s Day-oh well!
Love Liz
JonYou have issues, I have issues.
Maybe our issu es are compatible.
-T.G.
Nancy:
Thanks for always listening to
my annoying problems. You have
always been there and I’ll always
be there for you too. Happy
\hlentine’s Day!
Love Jeannette
Shannon and Brian,
Happy Valentine’s Day! Maybe
next year we will have dates.
Love Liz

Tb Josh,
Till three years ago I’ve dreamed
for an overwhelming passion. A
passion that will fill my heart with
happiness, until I found you. I
Tb Christine,
J u st make it bigger. Happy thought I’d never find the passion
I see in you. "Vbu are the light that
d e n tin e ’s Day
guides me home in my soul. You’re
Love Liz
my soul mate, My knight in shin
ing armor. Thank you for loving
Tb: Dean Harris
From: The “Enchanting Mer me...
Happy Valentine’s Day,
maids” of Lambda Thu Omega So
Clarimar Rodriguez
rority, Inc.
Thank you for being the great
Dan P,
est advisor any organization can
You have inspired me from day
wish and ask for. libu are always
there when we need your support one and still do. You know I am al
since ’88. Thank you for your per ways here for you no matter what.
Happy Valentine’s Day!
severance in believing in us!!
Love, A Friend
Mad Lambda Love
from the “E nchanting Mer
To the women of Lambda Tku
maids”
Omega Sorority, Inc.
From your interests (W.I.L.D.)
Julia Roberts,
Thank you for your support and
You were the first person I ever
trusted here. You have been there showing u s what a “true" sister
in good times and bad and I want hood is all about. Thank you for
you to know I appreciate you more caring so much and being there
when we need you. We hope to one
than you could ever know.
day be able to live up to the name
Love, Jeannette
that Lambda Tku Omega has build
and maintained throughout the
Carolyn,
Thanks for being such a great years.
Luv the Women Interested
friend. Happy Valentine’s Day.
in the Lambda Destiny
Love Liz

To Keisha Drakeford,
Amalio,
Thank you for all your support
You tear me up! Will you be my
and understanding. We hope this Valentine?
Valentine's Day brings you all the
Love, NO
love you deserve.
To: Hector (Centaur of Iota Phi
Love, The Enchanting Mer
maids of Lambda Thu Omega So Theta)
I just want to thank you for be
rority, Inc.
*
ing there whenever I needed some
To the awesome Blanton DA one to talk to or a shoulder to cry
on. I never expected to care for
Staff,
Happy Valentine’s Day! We Eire anyone as much as I care for you.
all troopers! I feel bad for whoever I want you to know that I will al
ways be here whenever you need
works on Valentine’s Day!
me.
-Kris 10
Love always and forever, your
Tb all my beautiful Enchanting baby of Lambda Tku Omega Soror
Justin,
Sisters of Lambda Thu Omega So ity, Inc.
Relax.
rority Inc.,
To the “X” Class:
I wish you nothing but the best.
Thanks for everything you have
Jenn, Erin and Carolyn,
May love enter at your shores and
You guys are great roommates. continue to the endless depths of given me. Each of you has been a
Have a great Valentine’s Day since your royal blue and gray waters.
gift to me which I treasure now and
“I’m surrounded by it!”
Mad Mermaid Love Flava/ Intro forever. Happy Valentine’s Day!
Love Jeannette
Love, Jeannette
Spring '97
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Single, white, angry male seeks
female with sexually casual atti
tude for hot lovin’. No relationship,
no conversation, no emotions, just
sex. Inquire w ithin The Montclarion office.
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To Janet Delgado (special mer
maid)
From your secret admirer
I love the way you flap your en
chanting fins when I’m around
you. Ybu make me feel soooo spe
cial. I feel like I’m always under a
I would like to take this oppor spell (your enchanting spell.) I
tunity to wish someone close to my hope to be in your waters real
heart a Happy Valentine’s Day. My soon, xoxoxoxoxoxoxo
boyfriend Richard Barthelemy. Ri
chard you are everything to me and
Toni Lynn and Christyn,
my life wouldn’t be the same with
Thanks for all the laughs. I al
out you. I know I’m not the easiest ways have a good time with you
person to be with but I thank you guys. Happy Valentine’s Day kids!
for sticking by me. I love you with
Love Jeannette
all of my heart baby , and I look for
ward to the fulfilling years to come.
Andrea,
Love Always, Juliette Mine
Thanks for always being there
for me. You are the best. Happy
Dear Dana,
Valentine’s Day!
I couldn’t have survived last
Love Jeannette
spring without you babe! You’re
really the sister I never had. The
Tb Clove 205A,
Nu class rocks yo!
Ybu girls are amazing. I love you
Love, Jenn
all. You’ve shown me the true
meaning of determination, inspi
TbATQ,
ration, and dedication.
We wish you girls the best of
Love, Sleepy
luck this academic year. You girls
continually strive above the rest
To someone special who always
and dem onstrate th is through consoles me when I need him the
your professionalism. You are all most. Tom, you managed to mend
leaders- continue to keep up the my heart when someone else had
good work. It shows what you can broken it, and that means a lot to
do!
me. I hope our friendship and the
bond we share lasts forever. Who
To the sisters of <t>XL,
says a woman and a man can’t just
Hope you all have a wonderful be friends? Happy Valentine’s Day,
Valentine’s Day!
Tom Fischer.
Love, Jeannette
Lots of Love, Wendy Tiburcio

Jenn, Erin and Carolyn,
You guys are great roommates.
Have a great Valentine’s Day since
“I’m surrounded by it!”
Love Jeannette
To LASO,
From the Enchanting Mermaids
of Lambda Thu Omega Sorority,
Inc. LASO is more than just an
other club it is a true family that
has a lot of warmth and love to give
to all its members. God bless you
all!
Mad Mermaid Love
Erin, Liz and Sandra,
I am so glad that we remained
friends throughout th ese la st
years. I can’t wait to move to Clove
with you guys! Happy Valentine’s
Day!
Love, Carolyn

To Dominic DellogattaYou can “wrestle" u s anytime.
-Your 2 Blanton Hall admirers
Tb the brothers of 0S,
Thanks for always being there
guys, (you know who you are!)
Have a Happy Valentine’s Day!
Love, Carolyn
166,
Sorry for being the absent room
mate last semester. I am going to
keep my New Year’s resolution, I
promise!
Love, ASA 71
Dear Rob,
You are su ch a sw eetheart.
Hang in there. Don’t stress about
the little things or the big things.
Everything will be fine.
Love your IM mp3 buddy

Tb the 11th floor in Bohn Hall,
Blanton DAs,
You guys are my family...I love
Thanks for all the fun each of
you brings to the desk. Working you guys! “You think you know
with you guys makes work fun. me.”
Love, Michele
Happy Valentine’s Day!
Love, Jeannette
Liz,
Tb all the past pow-wows and
Dear X Class,
Happy V alentine’s Day! Chi many more to come. I luv u babe.
You rock, and your hair’s awesome!
Class Pride!
Love, Fotoblonde
1PSL, Strawberry Shortcake
I would send a personal, but I
Single, white female looking for
kind of geeky, intelligent, mature can not think of anyone to send it
man in his early 20’s. English ma to. So if you do not have one, this
jor preferred. Inquire at The Mont- one is for you. Have a Happy
Valentine’s Day everyone!
clarion office.

Registration Info:
Tournament Dates:
First Round Feb. 1 7 & 18
Final Round Feb. 20

Registration forms may be picked
up at the Campus Rec Office in
the Commuter Lounge.

Forms must be submitted by
4:30pm Friday Feb. 1 1

Call 655 -7 4 43 for more
information.

W e ’ve got: The w orld’s largest inventory of new and
used college textbooks.
Y o u ’ve got: More important things to do. Like think.
So: efollett.com
You can ord er 24 hours a day, 7 d ay s a w eek.
W h a te v e r you need. W e d elive r to you r door.
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Life, Love, and Jazz Guitar Collide in Allens Sweet and Lowdown

COURTESY OF SONY PICTURES

Emmet Ray (Sean Penn) filters the pains o f life and love through the guitar in Woody
Allens mockumentary Sweet and Lowdown.

By Justin Vellucci
Editor-in-Chief
he documentary form, and the legiti
macy of film narratives, seems to be
a common theme in the films of
Woody Allen. He first satirized the medium
in 1969’s Take the Money and Run, returned
with the innovative and ingenious Zelig in
1983, and took regular jabs at the sanctity
of “truth in cinema” in films such as Stardust
Memories (1980), The Purple Rose o f Cairo
(1984) and Crimes and M isdemeanors
(1989).
Allen returns to the documentary for
Sweet and Lowdown, a film about the life,
loves, and semi-stardom of a fictional jazz
guitarist named Emmet Ray, played by Sean
Penn (Dead Man Walking, The Thin Red
Line). While the film lacks the absurdity
and punch of some of his early comedies
and the depth and scope of some of his later
dramas, it is a bitter-sweet tale of expres
sion and loss and one of the best films that
Allen has directed in recent years.
Penn turns a period piece on 1930s jazz
into a portrait of a musician by playing Ray
with all of his idiosyncracies and subtleties
blaring. His mannerisms are often awkward
and his accent alone is worth the price of
admission. Whether Ray is picking his way
through a romantic ballad in front of a
breathless audience or sitting at a rail yard
watching the trains pass by, it’s impossible
to take your eyes off him. A kind of egotis
tical loser, Ray is constantly aware of his
technical limitations while heralding the
strength of his genius. As a result, he tee
ters on near-stardom with an unspoken
knowledge that he will never be heralded
as a true legend (Even Ray refers to himself
as the second greatest guitarist in the world,
behind real-life jazz great D jango
Reinhardt).
While Ray weaves through a number
of romantic interests in the first scenes of
the film, it is when he meets Hattie, played
by Samantha Morton (This is The Sea,
Pandaemonium), that the film finds its
wings. Hattie, a clothes washer who Ray
reluctantly courts on a river-side boardwalk,
is as much of a mute as she is a muse and
she often says more with her pouting eyes
than most actors can spit out in pages of dia
logue.

T

Their relationship, which, like Ray’s
career, bounces between the gutter and the
stars, is the core of the film and it is the
scenes in which they interact that are the
most endearing images of the film as a

By Elizabeth A. Hutchinson

whole. Morton recalls the great female leads
of many of Chaplin’s early films and her
ability to express herself passionately and
without words was paired perfectly with
Ray’s ability to speak through guitar chords.
The closing scene of the film, where the
bond between the two of them
becomes all too clear, is sure
to pull at the heartstrings of
anyone who has ever skinned
their knees after falling in
love.
Though Penn and Morton
steal the spotlight, the rest of
the cast backs them admirably
and, though the cast lacks the size and mag
nitude of many of Allen’s recent works,
there are few sub-par performances. Uma
Thurman (Pulp Fiction, Gattaca) makes an
unfortunately melodramatic and somewhat
forgettable appearance as
Blanche, another of Ray’s
love interests, but those that
caught Wild Man Blues
(1998) will be pleased to see
a member or two of Woody Allen’s New
Orleans jazz ensemble making guest ap
pearances.
The costumes and sets throughout are
stunning, due in no small part to Costume
Designer Laura Cunningham Bauer and
Production Designer Santo Loquasto (a
regular, with some 15 Allen films to his
name), and Dick Hyman’s score does a
wonderful job at keeping the music as preva
lent a character in the film as any individual.
What kept the film moving, however,
was the narration, provided intermittently

by Allen himself and other noted jazz histo
rians and enthusiasts. While their words
don't call into question the manipulation of
narrative the way that they did in Allen's
Zelig, they are effective in giving perspec
tive and keeping the story in motion. Of
ten, the light and casual tone of
the narration fits perfectly with
the content o f A llen’s jokes,
which are closer.to the kind that
draw smiles than those that de
mand gut-bursting laughter.
Recent years have seen Allen
trying his hand at a satire of the
stage (Bullets Over Broadway), a
comedy of sexual politics complete with a
Greek chorus (Mighty Aphrodite), a starstudded musical (Everyone Says I Love You)
and two films that viciously tore the stuff
ing out of the pains of authorship and the
nature of modern-day fame (Deconstructing
Harry, Celebrity).
In Sweet and Lowdown, Allen adds to
his repertoire a touching tale of one
musician’s struggle to balance the some
times tangled mess of his personal life with
the strings of his acoustic guitar. Though
the structure of the film is familiar, and
strong lead performances seem to be a grow
ing trademark of Allen’s massive canon of
films, Sweet and Lowdown seems to shine
the most because it aims more for the heart
than for the head.
Like any of the pristine ballads that
burst from Emmet Ray’s fingers through
out the film, it is the technical mastery paired
with a strong sense of humanity and soul
that make this number sing.

experiences as a young boy living in Ire
land translate into clear characterization on
Opinion Page Editor
the screen.
magine the year 1935 in Limerick Ire
F rank’s younger brother, Malachy,
land; you are a young child, in a family
serves as the comic relief in the movie.
of five, stricken by poverty. Three of
Young Malachy has quite a mouth, spurt
your siblings have died, your mother is con
ing the most unconscionable words and
stantly ill and depressed; mourning the loss
phrases. The other actors play off his oneof her children. To make things worse, your
liners creating a bright cloud in a sky of gray.
father is an alcoholic, spending all his wages
As cinematography goes, there is not
in pints at the pub.
much to say. There are no green fields of
This is not a fictional tale; it is the realIreland, quaint towns or cliffs, just the slums
life story of writer Frank McCourt. In his
of Limerick. Parker did create a perfect
best-selling memoir, Angela’s Ashes, he
match to the book by way of recreating the
documents the hardships of his childhood
McCourt flat on the Limerick Lanes. When
and his eventual escape to America.
reading the book, one can almost feel the
Angela's Ashes is now a major motion
dampness of the rain and the river Shannon.
picture. Directed by Alan Parker (Missis
The movie delivers a similar feel, giving you
sippi Burning, Evita and The Commitments),
a chill and sense of despair by the rain and
Angela’s Ashes brings this memoir to life.
darkness.
Parker creates a timeline of McCourt’s
The film is about 80 percent accurate
life starting from McCourt’s return to Lim
when compared to the book. As usual, the
erick after a brief encounter in America, and
novel offers a more in depth look into the
Frank’s final return to America during his
mind of Frank McCourt and his life. The
late teens.
book also describes its characters in greater
The film starts out slow, showing the un
depth. In the book you can’t forget charac
timely deaths of Angela
ters such as Fintin Slattery,
McCourt’s three sickly
F rank’s quirky school
infant children. Emily
friend, or Pa Keating and
W atson (H ilary and
his war stories. In the
Jackie, The Cradle Will
movie these characters
Rock) delivers an ex
have none of the memo
tremely talented perfor
rable qualities that they did
m ance as F ran k ’s
in the book.
mother, Angela. Angela
It is better to read
is the strength in the
M cCourt’s novel before
story, holding together
going to see the movie ver
her sanity after losing
sion of A ngela’s Ashes.
three children and hav
They are almost a perfect
ing a drunk for a hus
match, but you do not get
band. Perhaps this is the
the same sense of the char
most admirable charac
acters in the film as you do
ter in the movie.
in the book. But whether
Watson also gives
COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT
you see the movie or read
the film unity. As the From left to right, the three actors that play Frank McCourt as he matures:
the book, have tissues
mother of the children Joe Breen, Ciaran Owens and Michael Legge.
handy, you’ll need them.

I

Watson goes through many tough stages in
her life; from depression to begging and
even to the use of sex to make sure her chil
dren will have a place to stay at night. She
buries her pride to make sure her children
are clothed and fed.
Robert Carlyle gives a flat performance
as F ran k ’s drunken father, M alachy
McCourt. The novel, however, gives depth
to a somewhat stereotypical Irish father. It
provides a humorous but deep hatred toward
Malachy, yet Parker’s film shows him as a
drunken lout, with no feeling or emotion.
The book also shows Frank having a bond
with his father; despite the problems he
caused the family. The film does not go out
of its way to show the audience the respect
and love between Frank and his father.
The best part of this film is the boy that
plays young Frank. Although there were
three “Franks,” Joe Breen out-shined the
other two actors. Angela’s Ashes is Breen’s
first acting job. Parker did an incredible job
of showing Breen’s real-life insecurity and
playfulness as the young Frank. Breen is
from the Irish countryside, so his real life
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What's Up, TigentUy?
Concept Catendati
T h u rsd ay , F e b ru ary 10
Dawkins and Dawkins, Donnie
McClurkin, Fred Hamond, Men of
Standard, Yolanda Adams. Beacon
Theater, New York, NY (212)496-7070
Marc Anthony. Madison Square Garden.
New York, NY. (212)465-MSG1
De La Soul, DJ Eclipse, Lord Finesse.
The Roxy, New York, NY. (212)645-5156
Mardi Gras Indian Funk. Wetlands
Preserve, New York, NY. (212)966-4225

Friday. F e b ru ary 11
Connells, Mayflies USA. Bowery
Ballroom, New York, NY. (212)982-6138
John Scofield. Iridium Jazz Club, New
York, NY. (212)582-2121
death ray davies, Old 97’s. Irving Plaza,
New York, NY. (212)249-8870

Saturday. F e b ru ary 12
Graham Parker, Steve Forbert. Bottom
Line, New York, NY. (212)982-4052
Jana Peri, Paxton. CBGB’s, New York,
NY. (212)982-4052
Macy Gray, Mos Def. Roseland, New
York, NY. (212)245-5761
Kids in the Hall. Town Hall, New York,
NY. (212)840-2824

Sunday. F e b ru ary 13

Ar t s & E n t e r t a in m e n t

Possible Side Effects Expands Show Twelve Miles West
By Lynette Surie
Staff Writer

ossible Side Effects has moved into
a more professional bracket in the
past few weeks now that they are per
forming every Saturday night at 12 Miles
West Theater in Montclair. Their 11p.m.
Saturday night Comedy Revolution shows
have been running for the past three weeks
and have been a total success, not to men
tion explosively funny and constantly evolv
ing.
PSE has graced MSU’s late night and
orientation stages for the past three years.
They have received much acclaim and huge
amounts of laughter every time they per
form. The eight person ensemble has been
awarded Best Late Night Programming
Award 1997-1998 and have been gaining
steam ever since.
Possible Side Effects was started by Matt
Donnelly in March of 1997. Donnelly has
had a vast history and education in the are
of improvisational comedy. He started tak
ing classes in September of 1994 with the
Red Bank Improv Jam, and soon after was
promoted to director of Improv Jam Jr. Af
ter the venue where the Jam was held closed,
Donnelly continued to teach improv for an
other 4 years until leaving January 1999. He
has made the biggest impact on the com
munity at MSU by forming and teaching
Possible Side Effects for the past three years.
PSE has also delved into several other
business ventures such as developing a tele
vision pilot with Comedy Central, opening
for Weird A1 at the Count Basie Theater, and

P

COURTESY OF POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS

Tamra Malaga, Jim Festante, and M att Donnelly o f Possible Side Effects ham it up at
Twelve Miles West.
recording their own CD. Their antics and
winning personalities have taken them all
over this country performing and training
with some of Improv’s finest. Last summer
the troupe took to Chicago where they stud
ied under Charna Halpern, author of “Truth
In Comedy” and owner of Improv Olym
pic. They took workshops with Comedy
Central’s Upright Citizens Brigades’ Amy
Poehler, and Improv Olympic “Family
Member” Miles Stroth and Del Close dis
ciple Liz Allen.

At 12 Miles West the troop brings Long
Form Improv to New Jersey. Judging by
the crowd on opening night the troop is as
sured a long running show. Their show con
sists of two sections of long form improv
running about 1 1/2 hours. Tickets áre sold
at the door or in advance through their web
site www.posiblesideeffects.com. You can
also look over the member’s bios and his
tory as well as book them for your event.
Whether at 12 Miles West or at MSU, this
hysterical troupe is sure to entertain.

Roberta Flack. Beacon Theater, New
York, NY. (212)496-7070
3 7000 9, Black Lily. Wetlands Preserve,
New York, NY. (212)966-4225

M onday. F e b ru ary 14
By Jeff Hill

that there is not much
to praise. The begin
ning sequence of
mush-rock on “Ev
erybody Wants You”
ometimes a band tries so hard to at least gets your foot
rock that they end up sounding tapping, but enter
Tuesday, F e b ru a ry 15
comical. It’s like the cookie mold Pierce and his lyrics,
for rock n’ roll music has been overused and and all is lost. Drummer Eugene Ferrari is
Aimee Mann, Michael Penn. Joe's Pub,
disfigured. Such is the case with The a solid player, but his skill cannot be appre
New York, NY. (212)539-8770
Unband’s new album, Retarder. Such an ciated in this group. It makes one wonder
Beck, Beth Orton. Radio City Music Hall, appropriate title for an album that slows
what TVT records was thinking when they
New York, NY. (212)632-4000
down your interest in rock
gambled on this one.
The future does not
music.
After playing their fa
look successful for The
“The distortion
W ednesday. F e b ru ary 16
Unband.
vorite AC/DC albums 72
tim es, guitarist M att
Another problem
pedals begin to bore
No Use for a Name. Irving Plaza, New
with Retarder is the rePierce and cohorts must
the listener on “The
have decided to master
York, NY. (212)249-8870
petitive use of the
three or four chords and
same lurid subject
Jilt,” and the lyrics
Black Sheep, Das EFX, Shuman and
manner. It is almost as
write 14 mediocre songs.
Baba, Soulive. Wetlands Preserve, New
which accompany the
if The Unband makes
Plus, one can not forget
York, NY. (212)966-4225
hazy instrumentation
those rocking solos. All
an effort to use the
word “crack” in every
six of them were stolen
only add to your
from Black Sabbath.
song. Not to knock on
suffering.
Retarder never leaves
free speech here, but
this is ridiculous. Arethe ground at any point
Friday, F e b ru ary 11
during its 14 songs. Even
view writer tries to stay
away from words like
some parts on “Rock
Snow Day, Dir: Chris Koch. Chris Elliott,
H ard” (a Jon Spencer
“corny,” but in this
Mark Webber, Chevy Chase, Zena Grey.
Blues Explosion rip off) which have poten case one can easily make an exception.
The Beach, Dir: Danny Boyle. Leonardo
Even in the song titles, The Unband
DiCaprio, Tilda Swinton, Virginie Ledoyen, tial , are killed by rock cliches and unevent
ful keyboards. The distortion pedals begin shows their sleaze and vulgarity, including
Guillaume Canet.
to bore the listener on “The Jilt,” and the track six which is actually called “$#@?!!.”
lyrics which accompany the hazy instrumen Sleaze rock has it’s place, and that is on por
V b e a tK ^ R e r to x w u m c e s
tation only add to the suffering. “Ski Hat” nography soundtracks, which seems more
(yet another Jon Spencer Blues Explosion than suitable for The Unband. Ironically,
rip off) puts the use of a piano to shame, as the thoughts that a listener might dream up
Glengarry Glen Ross, at McCarter
this beautiful instrument is misplaced in this are expressed by The Unband themselves
Theatre, Princeton, NJ, (609)683-9100.
mass of garbage.
on the back cover of Retarder. The mem
Opening Tuesday, Feb. 15-18, 23-25, 2-3
Even
when
an
album
hits
the
bottom
of
bers have duct tape over their mouths,
at 8 p.m., Saturdays at 4 p.m. and 8:30
the
trash
pile,
it’s
nice
to
find
a
speck
of
which is quite possibly and hopefully a fu
p.m., Sundays at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
decency
to
comment
on.
The
problem
is
ture
direction for this uninventive band.
until Sunday, Mar. 5.Mondays at 2 p.m.
Les Paul Trio. Indium Jazz Club, New
York, NY. (212)582-2121
Beck, Beth Orton. Radio City Music Hall,
New York, NY. (212)632-4000

S
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until Feb. 20.
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Staff Writer

FM

'Top ''fen o f th e ‘W e e k
1. Mariah Carey

When I Saw You
2. Cynthia

I f I H ad the Chance
3. Real McCoy

Runaway
4. Quad City DJs

Commn Riae it (the train)
5. TLC

No Scrubs
6. Enrique Iglesias

Bailamos
7. Britney Spears

(You urtve Me) Crazy
8. Backstreet Boys

Larger than Life
9 . Jock Jam all Stars
Son o f Jock Jam

10.Mariah Carey
H eartbreaker

'O J Jo e

¿ b u c c ia

'Tuesbay 1 'TIM. - 4 'TIM
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Bad Film Done Well

FINAL 13 PERFORMANCES!
A dazzling farce ...
extraordinarily funny!
Don’t hesitate to
catch N o is e s O ff ’
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Local performers bring Shock Treatment to life
By Lorenda Knisel
Assistant Copy Editor

-N E W YORK POST

any people have heard of the
Rocky Horror Picture Show.
Those who have have seen it
know that it fuses wildly exhibitionistic the
ater, a zany musical film, audience partici
pation, cross dressing, rock V roll and “ab
solute pleasure.” But how many people
have heard of its sequel, the poorly made
Shock Treatment? The answer is probably
few, unless you are a die-hard Rocky fan.
Rocky Horror, the theatrical phenom
enon, as
well as just
the film it
self, is of a

M

Written by
MICHAEL
FRAYN
Directed by
JAM ES BRENNAN

NOW THRU FEB. 13 ONLY!

‘Two hours is more laughter than one
can normally expect from a single visit
to the theatre’ home new s tr ibun e

$15 S E A T S W ITH V A LID C O L L E G E ID

CALL NOW: 973-376-4343
VISA. MasterCard, Discover
•

•

k

T H E S T A T E T H E A T R E OF NEW J E R S E Y
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(paper mill playhouse)
BROOKSIDE DR., MILLBURN, NJ 07041 • Visit our w ebsite: www.papermill.org

&

Funded in part by the New Jersey State Council on the Arts/Department of State, a partner agency of the
National Endowment for the Arts • A m e r ic a n A i r l in e s ® is the official airline of Paper Mill Playhouse

Literary & Art Magazine

Wants You!
Come and see what we're about!
Meetings every Thursday @ 3:30
pm in SC Annex. Room 121.
For further information,
contact Rosanna, editor @ x4410.
4 Walls is aService ofSGA

The plot does not go very far but is hu
morous in parodying “self-help” programs,
the media, the “all-American” town and
early MTV videos. There are many great
songs influenced by the new-wave music of
its day including “Little Black Dress,”
“Denton U.S.A.,” “B reakin’ Out" and
“Shock Treatment.”
The characters Ralph and Betty Hapshatt
also return and are also played by different
actors. The one character that is missed the
most is Dr. Frankenfurter, played in Rocky
Horror by the ever-talented Tim Curry.
Many actors from the original do return
though in different roles. They include,
P atricia Quinn (M agenta) as Nation
McKinley, Richard O’Brien (Riff Raff) as
Cosmo McKinley, Charles Gray (Crimi
nologist) as Richard Write, and
“Little” Nell Campbell (Colum
bia)
as
Nurse
Ansalong.

cult-like nature. That
means that it has a certain type
of audience which, more times t h a n
not, develops an obsession for it. The audi
The talented
om e
ence identifies with the show and the char
of many
acters within it almost as if they were real. of Happiness cast consists
Mi c h a e l
Does Shock Treatment provoke this MSU students including
same kind of fervor in people? The answer Gamsby, Theresa De Fabrizio, Tracey Costa,
is yes, probably because of the cult status Chris Wood, Phil Levesque and Sheryl
of the original Fans are hungry to get their Brazaitis. Will Coles, an alumni, also per
hands on anything that has to do with Rocky forms.
De Fabrizio, who played the character
Horror. This fervor showed when The
Home of Happiness cast did its annual of Macey Struthers and usually Trixie in
double feature performance of Shock Treat Rocky Horror, said, “The cast is full of en
ment with Rocky Horror on January 22 at thusiastic and creative individuals. ¡Per
the Screening Zone. Most of the audience forming in the shows] takes a lot of hard
members, however, were fans of the origi teamwork. It allows for creativity, play time
nal and newcomers would definitely have and fun. You feel like you’re at Mardi Gras
had a hard time understanding what was every weekend.”
Not only was the cast enthusiastic and
going on.
This performance of Shock Treatment entertaining, they were creative as well. In
was special because, while Rocky Horror is every Rocky Horror performance they de
performed weekly in various theaters around liver a pre-show as well as many side jokes,
New Jersey, Shock Treatment is rarely per skits, dances aifd comic routines. They did
formed at these same theaters. There is a not abandon this tradition with Shock Treat
good reason for this, mainly because one ment. They were just as witty, sexually per
could barely stomach seeing it as many verse and goofy in their routines with this
performance.
times as they could Rocky Horror.
The props, costumes and scenery were
Although Shock Treatment the film is
disastrous, and many fans will deny that it s highly impressive, which is expected of the
even a true sequel at all, the live show is Home of Happiness Cast. Rarely has Rocky
just about as fun as the Rocky Horror, no Horror or Shock Treatment ever received
matter how bad the show is. The perfor such a grand presentation as this.
mance of Rocky Horror is about irony and
The most impressive facet of this show
irreverence. The cast brought this same at was the audience participation. Rarely is
titude into their performance of Shock Treat Shock Treatment ever seen live so it seems
ment; mocking their characters, the cheesy hard to imagine that there would be an ex
dialogue, and the horrible plot and narra tensive amount of traditional call lines for
the show. True to Rocky Horror's fashion,
tive. The audi
however, the audience members called out
ence, of course,
whatever they felt was funny and did not
did the same
feel inhibited in the least.
with call lines.
If you are a fan of Rocky Horror and
The
film
picks up in 1981,
you missed this special double-feature per
six years after
formance be sure to see it next year. If you
the original. The nerdish “ordinary” couple have never seen Rocky Horror, wait until
(Brad and Janet), who, by the end of the you do before seeing Shock Treatment. Oth
original were transform ed by Dr. erwise, you won’t know what is going on.
Frankenfurter, are back to their old ways.
Rocky Horror can be seen performed
Sadly, they are no longer played in the film every Saturday night at midnight at the
by Barry Bostwick and Susan Sarandon, but Screening Zone.
by relatively un
known actors Cliff
De Young and Jes
sica Harper. The
entire town of
Denton has been
turned into a huge
TV sitcom. Janet is
the victim (again)
in an elaborate
schem e by the
sitcom ’s sleazy
sponsor, “Fastfood King” Farley
Flavors turned TV
producer, who is
COURTESY OF TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
secretly her hus Richard O ’Brien and Patricia Quinn star in sequel to Rocky
band Brad’s evil Horror but as different characters. Identity crisis much?
twin.
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The Voice of______
Montclair State

Who do you think the next
President of the United
States Should Be?
“George W. Bush, because he’s better acquainted with
the issues.”
*
Jason Strother, sophomore
Broadcasting major
“I don’t know. I don’t care either.”
Alex Turner, sophomore
Fine Arts major
“Bill Bradley”
Adam Hussein, freshman
undeclared
“I have no id ea... uh, Hollywood Hogan?”
Adam Copeland, freshman
Computer Science major

Question of the Week:
Would you be more willing to join
an organization if there was a
monetary incentive involved?

Let your voice be heard!
Call 655-7616 or e-mail
M S U oplnionsQ hotm all.com

to respond.

T h M M o n t c l a r io n
M o n tclair S tate U niversity
113 S tu d en t C e n te r A nnex
U p p er M ontclair, N ew Jersey 0 7 0 4 3
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MSU SGA: Is This Where The Price of
Volunteering Begins?
The MSU Student Government Association has tried yet another
attempt at recruiting students to join. This time it is not flyers and speeches,
but money.
At yesterday’s SGA meeting, the executive board informed legisla
tures that any MSU student who recruits three new legislators, and they
remain active in the SGA for the remainder of the spring semester, will
receive $100. This incentive was not welcomed by most of the SGA
members.
SGA president, John Griffin, called the plan a “desperate measure”
to increase membership. Although it may encourage students to join, it
may cause students to participate who are only interested in the monetary
end of it.
There are no other student organizations at MSU that pay their vol
unteers to work. Why should the SGA be the only one? The money they
are using for this “reward” is coming out of student fees. Is it fair that
SGA gets to reward its volunteers when other class I organizations such
as WMSC or The Montclarion get nothing? Most organizations struggle
for membership; offering only the satisfaction of being involved in an
organization. If the SGA pays its members, how is it going to effect the
membership of other student organizations?
If the SGA pays $100 this year, what will happen in the fall? Will
legislators make $200 as members of the SGA. How will the other clubs
survive if the SGA is selling such a glittering incentive, MONEY.
There are other ways to reward hard-working students and encour
age new members. At Northeastern University, MA, the SGA gives stu
dents college credits for being involved. A busy student could use a few
extra credits for doing something that interests them anyway. Maybe a
solution such as this would encourage students to get involved, work hard,
and in return get something that will benefit their education.
Paying students to be involved in volunteer organizations or to re
cruit new members only perpetuates the apathy they were trying avoid in
the first place.
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The M ontclarion Mailbox Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will
not be considered for publication. • Once received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for
length, content and libel. • I.etters will not be printed unless they include the author’s name, major, social security
number and phone number or e-mail address. * Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. •
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MSUopinions@hotmail.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montclair State
University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
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| VIEWPOINT

O ur Privacy Is An Expense of Maintaining an Im age:
New University Directories and the Disguise of “Service”
n June 10, when Rose Cali made a
motion to the MSU Board of Trust
ees to award $49,800 to University
Directories for a comprehensive guide of
faculty, staff, and students, it’s likely that
she had the best intentions in mind.
In previous years, telephone directo
ries of MSU staff had been made available
through the Office of Personnel Services
and, while those directories often included
personal contact information - such as a
home address or phone number - it rarely
made it’s way into the hands of the vast
majority of the campus.
This new idea was a step in a differ
ent direction. In addition to providing con
tact information on faculty and staff mem
bers, why not toss students into the mix and
mass distribute the directories throughout
campus? Just imagine, if you will: The di
rectory could act as a small little volume
where students could turn to call a class
mate about an upcoming term paper or write
a nice letter to the professor about concerns
on a recent exam. Well, doesn’t that sound
about right?
The Board of Trustees voted to pass
the motion unanimously.
Cut to February 2000. After several
months of compiling all of the necessary
information (and finding private advertis
ers to pour additional funds into the project,
of course), the 1999 - 2000 Telephone Di
rectories hit campus. And they hit it like a
ton of bricks. Employees of Residence Life
begin handing out copies at the front desks
.<«/
t*v >
f .r t*
‘

O

of residence halls and ing about the amount of cash that they had
copies are sent out to to sign over to the Bursar’s Office, didn’t
scores o f faculty notice the little note tagged on the back that
members. Behind the read, to paraphrase: Check this box if you
scenes, people start don’t want your home address and phone
panicking about pri number plastered on a billboard for every
vacy issues and ac one to see.
cess to personal infor
You would assume that if an institu
mation. The directo tion felt that it was providing a service to
Justin
ries are pulled. End
community, it would make the commu
VELLUCCI of story. What went the
nity
aware of the service, right? Then again,
l.iHlor-hi-Chie/
wrong?
if you assumed that the main reason that the
The fact of the university was providing the service was to
matter seems to be that, in MSU’s attempt tell others about how wonderful a job they
to provide a service to the
were doing, the need for
campus community, they
hundreds and thousands
completely neglected to
o f names to appear
“The steps taken in
ask that community if such
makes perfect sense.
a service was needed or
What kind of com
nursing the
even wanted in the first
munity would we project
directory from the
place.
if people, knowing about
Try to figure out
the service, decided not
theory to
how the university could
to support it, and only a
practice...all
claim it was doing good
hundred names appeared
seemed to focus
for the community. Fac
behind photographs of
ulty and staff members
that
tim e-w orn bell
more on the idea of
were never told that,
tower? Rest assured, if
the service...
though they are given the
that happened, members
option to provide personal
of the Board of Trustees
information for a directory
would have kicked them
every year, this year’s directory would be selves after dishing out nearly $50,000 to
shipped out to thousands of students. Like run with the new directories through 2002.
wise, the only way students would have ever
Beyond any complaints about image
known such a directory was being compiled or manipulation, however, is the key to what
was if they read the fine print on the back of many seem to be referring to as the viola
their tuition bills. Most students, just grip- tion that is the new directory: the issue of
t\
> A ■> ;•
f.

privacy. In a world that seems obsessed
with class-action lawsuits, it’s almost a
small wonder that university officials
would give a green light to the project. The
first time that a student, upset about a grade
on a test or quiz or lab project, calls a pro
fessor at home or shows up on their door
step, the sirens will be blaring and all fin
gers will be pointed in one direction. At
what price is projecting the image that we
have a close-knit community where every
one knows everyone else outside of the
classroom?
In theory, this kind of university
wide directory is a great idea, providing a
wide variety of people with contact infor
mation that is usually guarded like the Holy
Grail by the Office of Personnel, the Of
fice of Residence Life and so on. The steps
taken in nursing the directory from theory
to practice, however, all seemed to focus
more on the idea of the service than the ser
vice itself.
And while it’s great that the univer
sity wanted to provide everyone with glossy
little guides as a kind of who’s-who around
campus, they ended up providing us with
something more unique: a situation where
faculty, staff and students seem to agree that
something has definately gone wrong.

Justin Veliucci, Editor-In-Chief o/'T he
Montclarion, is a Junior English major.
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Psychological Services Upset Over Montclarion Sucicide A ttem p t Coverage
I fully agree with the editorial in the Feb.
3 edition of The Montclarion, where it was
noted that the mental health of our students
is an extremely important issue; I also agree
that it would be helpful if students learned
to be more attentive to the warning signs of
suicide and symptoms of depression.
Unfortunately, many of our students be
come depressed, and each year one or more
attempts suicide. When such an event oc
curs, the professional staff who are involved
make every effort to respect the privacy of
the person making the attempt as well as to
protect the confidentiality of the relation
ship between the professional staff and the
student. Would the writer of the editorial
want any less for her or his own medical
and psychological privacy? If his or her

friend experienced a psychological crisis,
would the writer want the professional staff
to reveal the nature of the crisis—or even
the friend’s identity to others?
It is indeed unfortunate that in two sec
tions in the Feb. 3 edition of The Mont
clarion it was mentioned that the student
involved in such an incident was a resident
of a specific floor of one of our residence
halls. Using that information, it doesn’t take
a rocket scientist to determine the identity
of the student. This is an egregious viola
tion of privacy and does the student a great
disservice.
The writer of the editorial also said there
was no professional assistance available to
help the residential community cope with
the attempted suicide. Yet, the staff of the

The Montclarion Should Do MoreTo
Promote Services a t M S U
While I was very pleased to see The
Montclarion published an article listing ser
vices for people who have experienced
sexual assault (“Nothing is Worse Than
Being Raped, but Help is Available” in the
Jan. 27, 2000 edition), I was dismayed that
none of the services located on campus were
mentioned. In fact, there are multiple re
sources on campus where MSU students can
find help for issues related to rape and other
traumatic experiences. In addition to call
ing campus security at x5222, students may

contact Counseling and Psychological Ser
vices (CAPS) at x5211, the Drop-In Center
at x 5271, Health Services at x4361, and the
Women’s Center at x5114. It is important
that MSU students become fully aware of
the quality campus resources that are avail
able to them, free of charge.
Jaclyn Friedman-Lombardo, Ph.D.
Staff Psychology
Counseling and Psychological Services
(CAPS)

Residence Life Department, the Counseling
and Psychological Services Center, The
Educational Opportunity Fund, as well as
other offices reached out to the affected stu
dents as well as to the student’s family to
offer and provide professional assistance.
Just because some people were not aware
of this assistance doesn’t mean it wasn’t of
fered or provided.
In my many years at MSU, it has been
clear to me that the faculty and professional
staff maintain the highest possible profes
sional and ethical standards. Their behav
ior in this case was no different.

The Week In Politics

Psychological assistance is available at
the Counseling and Psychological Service
Center in Gilbreth House as well as at the
Residence Life Department in Bohn Hall.
Any student affected by a crisis, or in need
of other psychological help, can arrange an
appointment by calling x5211 or x5301.
Robert Goggins, Ph.D.
Psychologist
Residence Life Dept, and Counseling
and Psychological Services Center
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Baseball Has Lost Its Name As “Americas Favorite Pastime”
sk the average person what they feel
is America’s favorite pastime and
you’ll likely get told that baseball
is our most beloved and cherished national
sport. It is a sport that gained popularity in
the early part of this century and rose to be
nationally revered in the 1920’s with such
great figures as Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig and
others. Baseball reflected the attitudes of
the time, rugged individuals whose personal
achievements elevated them to deity like sta
tus. Carnegie, Rockefeller and Ruth were
who every man wished to be.
But with the onset of the great de
pression a new attitude emerged in our so
ciety and in the American man. It was the
philosophy of the provider, the protector.
Packaged along with his New Deal Franklin
D. Roosevelt ushered in the thought that a
man should be a servant to his family and
his country. As historian Arthur Ekrich
quoted, “No longer was competition con
sidered superior to cooperation and associa
tion.”
While there is certainly cooperation
and association in Baseball it is a game of

A

the individual. Did
anybody take notice
that when Mark
McGwire set the new
home run record that
his team did not even
make the play offs.
Did anybody care?
With the advent of free
Bill
agency baseball has
GUARDINO only
gotten worse, hav
( 'oliwniist
ing baseball in their
heats but there can be
no mistake what they watch.
The question we will ask is “why?”
Why has football captured the heart of this
country and why has baseball lost it? Most
would say it is the non-stop action, the fast
paced violence and of course the cheer lead
ers that has caused it to capture the male
genders attention. But I will propose a dif
ferent reason which you may or may not
consider legitimate.
As mentioned above the game of
baseball gained in popularity by reflecting
the nations attitude and philosophy. With

the New Deal came in the thought of self
sacrifice, cooperation and teamwork. It flew
in the face of America’s past time as often
many goals are achieved by one or two
people on a baseball field. One person
throws the ball and another one catches it.
In fact the “homerun”, the single most ex
citing thing in baseball is a competition be
tween just two people and once the ball is
hit there is almost nothing the other players
can do about it.
After WWII and the “baby boom” the
nation began to embrace the new sport of
football. It reflected in many ways what the
men were taught during the war. Coopera
tion will win the day. Every squad had a
leader (quarterback) to inspire them and
bring them down the field but without the
help of his men he would be destined to fail
and fall in the face of his enemies.
Try watching an old John Wayne
movie like “Sands of Iwo Jima” or even
more recently “Saving Private Ryan.” Both
are about a stern intelligent older sergeant
who leads a bunch of young upstarts to glory
in war. Now compare it to the most recent

football movie made which is “Any Given
Sunday”. It is essentially the same story.
The quarterback leads the team to their
across the field with soldiers sacrificing their
own bodies to achieve the final goal. The
hotshot soldier/football player eventually
realizes that he is no better than anyone on
the team and returns humbled to eventually
succeed in his goal. Within the team there
is little competition and much cooperation.
For a generation which has yet to see
a true war, we look to the sport of football
to show us cooperation within a company/
team not competition is the way to achieve
our goals. In a country which has seen many
layoffs and closing of business’s we sadly
look to the sort in hopes of capturing a feel
ing, a brotherhood which we never had.

Bill Guardino is a Senior, Human Ecol
ogy major, Women’s Studies minor. This
is his first year as a columnist fo r The
Montclarion.

Fighting the Technology War:
Who has the Right to Internet Access?
echies, computer scientists, and
cyber security specialists have theo
rized the coming of information war
fare since the early nineteen-nineties, and
began to consider it a serious possibility
around the middle of the decade. America
now is thrust into the 21 century and the
first information war has erupted and al
ready transcontinental. That war is not ex
actly what professors, scientists, and jour
nalists have been expecting: attack and de
fense of the critical information infrastruc
tures that modern nations now depend upon
for everyday life (such as public utilities)
and for emergency warfare. Instead the war
is of corporate giants against private citi
zens, and was quite clearly declared on
Tuesday, Jan 25,2000. On that date police
in Norway raided the home of 16-year-old
programmer Jon Johansen. They seized a
cellular phone, several computers and disks,
arrested the boy and questioned he and his
father for seven hours. What has led to this
action and marked it as the beginning of the

T
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Information War?
Jon Johansen is a
member of the group
Masters of Reverse
Engineering (MoRE).
One of the group’s
members, who is still
unidentified, created
William P.
a program that could
GRAY
run on most home
Citlniimisl
PCs. This program is
called DeCSS and al
lows the user to copy DVDs (Digital Video
Disks) onto a computer by decrypting the
code that supposedly protects DVD movies
from piracy. DeCSS was created so that one
could run DVDs on Linux Operating Sys
tem computers (pronounced Lynn-icks),
which had no utilities for such an operation.
DeCSS was posted on hundreds of sites
throughout the World Wide Web, allowing
programmers and researches to collaborate
and study the problem of playing DVDs on
Linux computers. The project to do so is

of technology that subverts copyright con
known as LiViD.
The protection system on DVDs, CSS trols. So now a United States Federal Cir
(Content Scrambling System), also serves cuit Court has ruled that DeCSS may not be
another function, which is what some con communicated and that the defendants stand
sider its true function: it is a market protec very little chance in their actual trial. Not
tion device. CSS contains what are called surprisingly, none of the accused have ac
“region codes” and DVD players and discs tually been charged with violating copy
made in different regions (global market rights, and the MPAA has ignored in its press
regions designated by the Motion Picture releases all questions concerning the region
Association of America) are not compatible codes, and interoperability of DVDs. Are
with those from other regions. So you could we seeing the first coming of Big Brother?
In the form of Hollywood, no less?
buy a DVD while in Ger
The arrest of Jon
many or Italy, but when you
Johansen
due to the
got back to the United
law
suits
here
in
“It seems that the
States, you would find
America
signals
that
the
yourself unable to play it on
federal government
struggle has begun as to
your home DVD player.
is
preparing
to
who controls what we
This m arket protection
see and obtain on the
decide what types
scheme allows the industry
Internet. National gov
to release a DVD in one
of communication
ernments
with unrelated
country, see how well it
may
take
place
on
jurisdictions
are uniting
fares, and take time to run
to
stop
the
distribution
hype and jack up the price
the Internet.
of DeCSS at the behest
for bigger profits when it is
of industry, and to make
released on the screen or as
an example of a pro
a disc later in another re
grammer
who
“didn’t
do it.” The “message”
gion. DeCSS eliminates these hindrances
they
are
sending
is
“you
may not figure out
to legal “fair use” of property one has
how
your
own
stuff
works
and tell other
bought. It allows you to: copy your DVD
to a VCR tape so you can watch it where people.” A federal court has placed a ban
you do not have a DVD player (like in the on posting the information on the Internet
bedroom), watch DVDs bought in other re until the trial. It seems that the federal gov
gions, and watch a DVD on the computer ernment is preparing to decide what types
of communication may take place on the
of your choice.
However, the movie industry has been Internet, and who may communicate what.
quick to claim that having and sharing with What kind of research will you be able to
others the program or source code for conduct, and should you have to fear ha
DeCSS is illegal, and accessory to piracy. rassment, particularly that of foreign indus
Instead of targeting copyright pirates, how tries through your own government? This
ever, the industry decided to attack those is the Information War, the struggle of who
web-sites offering DeCSS, and their Internet controls information in the information age.
Access control. Do you have it, or do
Service Providers, threatening lawsuits and
landing injunctions against websites that they have you?
post the technology. Under the Digital Mil
lennium Copyright Act passed by Congress Bill Gray is a Freshman Computer Science
and the President last year, the MPAAclaims Major. This is his first year as a columnist
that the individuals involved violated the fo r The Montclarion.
section that prohibits the creation and spread
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Dean Helen Unhappy Over Recent Montclarion Editorial
I am very concerned about last week’s many times throughout the year.
editorial that stated that the MSU adminis
Perhaps the most alarming misstatement
tration does not care about the mental health that was made in the editorial was that the
of the students in our community. There is affected students did not receive counsel
nothing further from the truth. We care in ing. In fact, the Resident Director of the
tensely about the well being of each of our building spent much of the night with the
students.
student’s suitemates and Dr. Robert Goggins
The editorial contained many inaccura met with these individuals as well. Other
cies and some very serious misinformation. campus counselors have also reached put to
Although it is true that no information was these students.
shared with the community about a recent
While it is true that no campus-wide an
suicide attempt on campus.
nouncement was made about
It was not shared precisely
the death of Chim ere
because we are caring pro
Macrae, the Dean of Stu
“The editorial
fessionals. Not only is it a
dents Office did follow its
serious invasion o f an
death announcement proce
contained many
individual’s privacy to
dures by notifying individu
inaccuracies and
share such information, it
als who were most likely to
violates federal privacy
some very serious
know the student. These
laws for the university to
people include the chair of
misinformation.
do so. Further, sharing in
the student’s academic de
formation about a particu
partment, the dean of the col
lar student’s suicide is not
lege and the director of any
necessary to teach people
special program in which the
------------- 9 - ^
how to identify a suicidal
student was enrolled. The
student or where to go if you are depressed. faculty members then notify students in their
A far better way to educate about depres classes and in their departments more per
sion and suicide is through educational pro sonally.
gramming and on-going articles in the cam
Soon after we were notified of Macrae’s
pus newspaper. Both the Residence Life death, residence life staff members spent
staff and the Counseling and Psychological many hours speaking with and counseling
Services staff conduct such programs at

Resident Students Should be
Compensated for Poor Maintence
With respect to the recent coverage of
the Freeman freeze, is it not extremely risky
to force cold students to use space heaters
to warm their rooms. Indeed it seems that
the poor repair and maintenance at MSU is
responsible for another fire risk at Blanton.
Remember last semester when the $40,000
glass panels had to be taken down because
they allegedly created a fire risk by block
ing easy access from the building? Well,
now instead of the structure, which actu
ally had three sets of doors to escape
through, we now have a plastic sheet and
4x2 construction panel with no easy exit.
Is this not a significant fire risk even if the
structure is temporary? I realize that it is
probably there as weather protection for the
workers insulating the pipes that run in the
walkway, but could this work not have been

scheduled in warmer weather? The pipes
have frozen two or three times each winter
for at least the last four years so mainte
nance has had plenty of notice! A sugges
tion SGA should do is to help students in
residence halls. Make part of the contract
for housing, a sum of money- say 10 per
cent of the rental, be put into escrow; and
if the university provides adequate services,
i.e. heat, water and elevators that work, the
money goes to them. If however they fail
to meet these reasonable standards a por
tion of the fund should be returned to the
students in compensation. This would give
a financial incentive to the university to
provide the service they should.
Matthew Connolly,
Technology
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grieving students. The staff continue to fol
low-up with these individuals.
Macrae’s campus memorial service was
planned and executed by Joe DiMichele the
Resident Director of her hall, and a group
of Chimere’s friends. Over 75 students at
tended and approximately 20 spoke. In ad
dition, the service was attended by approxi
mately 10 members of Chimere’s family, the
University President, The Vice President for
Student Development and Campus Life, The
Dean of Students, and six other campus ad
ministrators. Macrae’s family has been over
whelmed by the caring shown by the MSU
community. I spoke with Macrae’s mother
several times and we have offered her and
her immediate family free grief counseling
to get them through this difficult time.
I urge you to research the issues more
carefully before you make statements that
can hurt hard-working and committed
people. Instead of insulting them, you
should be thanking them for the weekend
and evening hours that they often dedicate
to helping students cope with the many pres
sures that they face while they are in col
lege. We all do this work because we care
very intensely for the well being of the stu
dents in our community.

Lot 28 Still
Covered in Snow
As winter is storming through the cam
pus of MSU, the amount of snow is accu
mulating on campus. This also means the
parking lots.
I am a resident, which means that 1
have to park in Lot 28 during the week. I
have accepted the fact that the residents
will remain in Lot 28 for the remainder of
the year. The problem I have is that the
snow is accumulating in the parking lot
and the snow plows make their way
through every once in a while, but all they
are doing is pushing the snow up against
our cars. With the snow turning to ice, it
makes it very difficult to move our cars.
It takes about 20 minutes to just to get the
car out of the space. Is it asking too much
that on the weekends when Lot 28 is
empty, to plow the whole lot and not just
around the spaces?
Craig Ellard
Physical Education
Junior

Helen Matusow-Ayres
Dean of Students

Snow Falling on L ot 28:
W ill it Ever be Plowed?
This letter is in regard to the current situ clear out at least some of the lot for smaller
ation in Lot 28. I am not referring to the cars, such as my own, that get stuck on high
parking rules under which all residents must piles of snow and ice. Not only is the ice
and snow (mainly ice) a
leave their cars in Lot 28
——
■
—
hazard
to the undersides of
most of the week, but
small
cars,
but it is also a
rather I am referring to the
“Lot 28 has
danger
to
anyone
walking
snow covered condition
barely
been
through
the
parking
lot to
of the parking lot. Unlike
get
to
their
car.
I
know
of
all the other parking lots
plowed since the
several
people
who
have
in which the commuter
beginning o f the
fallen on the ice and snow,
students park. Lot 28 has
and though they fortunately
snowy
season...
barely been plowed since
have not seriously injured
the beginning of the
themselves, they have been
snowy season this semesbruised or scraped.
ter. Because of this, last
My main point is this: if
Saturday when I wanted to move my car
which had not been moved in two weeks, I we are going to have to park so far away
was unable to move it out of its space; be that a shuttle has to be provided to get us to
cause of the mountains of ice and snow that our cars, the least that could be done is a
surrounded it. As a result I had to shovel decent area could be provided for us to leave
myself out as well as get two of my friends our cars that is not hazardous. I am sure 1
to come and literally push my car out of its am not the only student at Montclair that
has had to shovel their own car out of the
parking space.
The problem I have is I do not under parking lot in the last week or two, and that
stand why the Lot 28 parking lot has not I am not the only one who knows people
been fully cleaned since the snow fell. Al who have fallen on the ice. I think it would
though the main aisles of the lot have been be greatly appreciated if more attention was
cleared, the majority of it has not been, even paid to the current condition of Lot 28.
though every weekend, the lot is only about
Elizabeth Helms
a third full, if not less. This provides ample
Sociology
time and space for plows to come in and

M S U is N o t Paying Enough to its
Student Workers
I feel that the student workers that are working on this campus are not getting paid
enough. I am sure that the school has enough money in its budget to give the student
workers a little more money in their paychecks. Most of us are struggling students and the
only source of income that we are receiving is coming from our on campus jobs.
I myself work two jobs on-campus; with this money 1 buy my books and the other
necessities that 1 need being an on-campus student. We students work very hard and
^sometimes even eight hours at a time. That is like working full-time, now how can a
student work full-time and be a full-time college student? It is hard work, excuse me, it’s
almost impossible! If the pay were raised we students would not have to work slave
hours.
I think that a lot of students will agree with me on this matter. I have been working
since the beginning of last semester and 1 haven’t even heard anyone say anything to me
about a raise. We students have needs and we cannot support ourselves with the small
amounts of money that we make.
Juanita Jacobs, Freshman
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The Bloody Revenge

by S c o tt Adams

By Chris Finegan
I'LL GET TH IS
INFORfNATlON
FOR YOU.

/ must be doing something right...

M en ’s Test

NO YOU WON'T.
YOU'LL W A IT UN TIL
I HUNT YOU DOWN
AND THEN YOULL

" TODAY I STARTED ^
HATING PEOPLE
IN ADVANCE.

V

W om en’s Test
(Scoring on page 21)

1. Are you attracted to your mate?
a) Yes.
b) Sort of. I always get the feeling that
I could do better.
c) Only after I hit the Wild Turkey and
try not to think.
2. What was your impression of your
first date?
a) I had a very good time.
b) I was lonely and she filled the void.
I hadn’t had it in months.
c) It was about what I expected, but that
farmer was looking at me awful strange...
3. Does your mate make you laugh?
a) All the time.
b) She makes me laugh...Every time I
look at her! Hah! I’m kidding, of course.
c) No, there’s not much to her person
ality. As long as she has her feed, she’s
happy.
4. Do you go out of your way to make
time to spend with her?
a) Yes. I may be busy, but I still make
time for her.
b) No, that’s her job.
c) No, because after I’m done chasing
her, I’m usually too tired to do anything
else.
5. Do your friends like her?
a) Yes, they get along very well.
b) They get drunk and hit on her all the
time, if that’s what you mean.
c) Are you insane? If they knew, they’d
never look at me the same ever again!
6. Could you see yourself spending the
rest of your life with her?
a) I suppose someday, if we’re still to
gether.
b) God, 1 hope it doesn’t come to that.
c) I don’t think so. I think it’s illegal in
this state.

1. What would you do without your
mate?
a) I’d be heartbroken. I love him.
b) Get hit on a lot more.
c) I wouldn’t worry about that smell in
the bathroom, the snoring that wakes the
dead, or him being in his underwear when
my parents visit.
2. How are your mate’s personal habits
(ie, cleanliness, manners) ?
a) He’s a real gentleman.
b) Well, there’s always room for mas
sive improvements. I can dream, can’t I?
c) When he walks into a room, my
house plants die and the smell lingers for a
good three days.
3. Knowing what you know, if he asked
you out again, would you accept?
a) In a heartbeat.
b) Not for all the tea in China.
c) I’d rather spend eternity as Satan’s
Lambada partner.
4. Which of the following movies
would your mate sit and watch with you?
a) Great Expectations.
b) Showgirls.
c) Faces of Death. Parts I through V.
5. For Valentine’s Day, your mate gives
you
a) a dozen roses.
b) a cordless drill and/or a blender.
c) an unidentifiable disease.
6. Your mate’s touch is
a) calming, soothing, and comforting.
b) often annoying because he keeps try
ing to grab your butt.
c) worse than a thousand double-edged
razor blades stabbing you in the eyes.

7. You have an extremely troubling is
sue on your mind. Your mate
a) listens intently because he is genu
7. What did you get her for Valentine’s inely concerned with your mental and emo
Day this year?
tional well-being.
a) A thoughtful gift. I think she’ll like
b) Says, “Uh-huh, uh-huh, yeah...” as
what I picked out.
he flips through the channels.
b)
Valentine’s Day? Again?! I’ll be c) Puts his fingers in his ears and says,
right back...
“I can’t hear you! Blah blah blah!”
c) A large bag of corn. It should last
her quite a while.
8. One word: Cuddling.
a) Yes, because he knows that it adds to
8. How often do you think about her?
my enjoyment of an intimate experience.
a) It feels like I’m always thinking
b) Yes, because he knows that if he falls
about her.
asleep again, I’ll cut off his head and put it
b) Whenever I read skin mags.
in my freezer.
c) While watching farm documentaries
c) No, because when he’s asleep, I can
on PBS.
finish the job.
9. What is your relationship worth to
you?
a) Priceless.
b) Just waitin’ for something better.
c) She’s worth her weight in gold for
all those eggs!

9. Are you tempted to cheat?
a) No. He gives me plenty of reason to
stay with him.
b) No, but I have thought about it.
c) YES! I’m desperate! For the love
of God, someone please CALL ME!

10. Does she have feathers?
a) No, why?
b) Just that feather boa.
c) Hey, man, she’s got the prettiest
feathers in the entire coop!

10. How attractive is your mate?
a) Extremely.
b) So-so.
c) He fell face-first from the ugly tree
and hit all the branches on the way down.
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The Brighter Side of Being
Alone This Valentine s Day
By Brian Cross
Hey you want to %@# a fat guy?
So you’re sitting at home right now.
You’re reading this-article, and the only
thing on your mind is, “Oh, man. Monday
is Valentine’s Day and no one loves me.
Guess I better swallow a bullet” That’s
right, Valentine’s Day is the most miserable
damn holiday this country has seen since
“National Attack Your Parents with a Tur
key Baster Day,” which came to a crushing
end in the mid 60’s after a small child in
Belleville actually completed the act.

But what do you have to worry about?
You think you can get together with a couple
of friends, laugh away the troubles, and do
something exciting to get away from the un
bearable loneliness that envelopes the con
fines of your soul. Sure, sounds like a lot
of fun. Unfortunately, all your friends are
in happy relationships and will sit around,
chat like children, and use baby talk.
“Awww...You’re so cute, my munchkin,
Who’s my baby doll.” You’re getting pretty
damn sick of it.
Well, I sure am. I am fed up with them
and I swear I will not spend this Valentine’s
Day all bitter. No sitting around in my
room, crying about the women I love treat
ing me like I am a total stranger; or worse
as a friend. (On a side note, all you guys
out there stuck in one of them “friends situ
ations,” stop fantasizing over it; you’re go
ing no where buddy. That is right, you’re
going to be friends for a long time. Get
your butt out of bed and get a life. She ain’t
going to love you like you imagine when
you are screwing your pillow. I was in the
same position last year, when I asked her,
“Do you think we should take our relation
ship up a level?” She said, “Not a chance,”
and we never talked again. Oh, well.)
So what are you going to do? Here are
a few ideas:
-Send a letter to Susan Cole thanking
her for that wonderful “no-drinking” policy.
Because you can’t drown your sorrows in a
bottle of whiskey, you will instead sit there,
mope, and ponder the brighter sides of
jumping off the side of the Student Center

and aiming for a hippie.
-Rent a romantic movie about starcrossed lovers who work so hard to come
together across war, raging families, and a
case of the clap. But this is a bad idea. You’ll
get very, very upset and find yourself on a
clock tower one day. So, hmm... maybe you
should just go bowling.
-Or, you could rent a move where the
people in it are a lot worse off than you are.
I recommend Schindler’s List. It has an
unhappy ending and, in fact, it might put you
in a worse mood than you are in now. You’ll
be so upset with society, you’ll think noth
ing about your crush having
sex in the back of a station
wagon somewhere across
town.
-Get together with all
your loser friends and the lo
cal Dungeons & Dragons
geeks. Dress like Druids, get
some torches, walk down to
the local make out point, and
have a mock sacrifice. Ev
ery 17-year-old couple with
their pants around their
ankles will wet themselves in
terror as you execute goats in
some Satanic ritual.
-Babysit your siblings for
the weekend. This way your,
60-year-old parents can go
away for the weekend and
have sex. We all know how
Dad is when he doesn’t get
any.
-Read a book. Read a
phone book. Then start calling random num
bers. Someone out there is bound to be des
perate and will be willing to sleep with you.
Hey, maybe this is what I will do.
-Go to the C.L.U.B. sponsored “Hey
Loser, Want to Meet Dorks Like You
Dance,” to be held in the College Hall dis
cotheque. Fun for even the most desperate
people out there.
-Go fishing. My uncle has been doing
that for years, and he is perfectly happy. Un
fortunately, he has never seen a girl naked
in his entire life, except for that one time he
walked in on his mom in the shower. That
was kind of strange.
-Visit someone in the hospital. It doesn’t
have to be somebody you know, just have it
be a random person. Make sure that they
have a wonderful Valentine’s Day. There is
nothing funny about this. But, if the old man
says, “You’re a cute little girl, why don’t you
give me a kiss,” RUN AWAY!
-Oh, for all you guys out there in love
with your best friend, here’s an idea, get a
life! Get away with your dignity while you
still can, you loser. Or take a reality check,
watch My Best Friend’s Wedding. That one
will rip your heart out of your chest and teach
you how to deal with the real world.
-How about you stop thinking about
Valentine’s Day and just deal with life?
What’s so different about today, besides the
fact that everyone is more lovey dovey, and
condoms go on sale. That holiday ain’t on
most calendars. Just smile and nod and
things will work out for you.
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“How Does Your Mate Rank” SCORING
Score 1 point fo r each “A,” 0 points fo r each “B” and -1 points fo r each “C ”
MEN’S TEST:
10: The ideal mate. You’re either dating a
supermodel or you’re full of it.
4 to 9: Buddy, she’s much better than you
deserve.
-4 to 3: She’s a keeper. Just because she’s
kinda heavy and smells weird, that doesn’t
make her all that bad.
-9 to -5: No wonder your parents think
you’re an idiot. YOU ARE!
-10: You have serious issues because
you’re obviously talking about a chicken.
Are you from Arkansas?______________

WOMEN’S TEST:
10: The ideal mate. But he can’t really
exist, so who are you kidding?
4 to 9: Not bad for a man of the new mil
lennium.
-4 to 3: Girlfriend, don’t you know you
could do so much better?
-9 to -5: You’d be so much better off with
a fat guy.
-10: This guy has some sort of complex.
Change your name and move very, very
far away.

Find the listed words in the diagram. T h ey run in all directions
forward, backward, up, down and diagonally.
B racelet
B ro o ch
C h a in
C u ff link

D ia m o n d s
E a rrin g
Gem s
G o ld

Lo c k e t
N e c k la c e
Pendant
R in g

S ilve r
T ia ra
T rinket
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THE W O M EN OF PAC
By The Reverend Jeff H ill

Anyone on the street will gladly shave his back
fo r a nickel.

CJar). 21 to Feb. 19): \ persoo Will
walk ioto jWir life.
will take j)oc oot to a
i)icc rcstaoraot, god’ll sroilc, kiss, aod choke oi) a
piece of cliickei). YOU -DlO.
(Feb. 2 0 to % 21): 'lod aod godr
sigoificaot other are strolling along the beach when
a 5 0 ft. 3q(iid attacks, killing god both, 'lodr
engagernent ring will be carried awag bg a crab.

The conspirators at Quantex Computers
tried to shut my operations down by install
ing a faulty hard drive in my computer. I
fooled them, however, with an excellent
back up plan. I have the real hard drive, and
the dirt on the worthy.
We have important matters to discuss.
It’s Ms. Pacman, ladies and gents! The god
dess of video games, a nutritious one sixth
of any child’s upbringing. It is a teacher of
motor skills and strategy. In every truck stop
and in every arcade in Idaho, a Ms. Pacman
entertainment console awaits you. Armed
with state of the art graphics and a killer
analog soundtrack, Ms. Pacman promises
everything the newcomers do, and more.
You see kids, Ms. Pacman is the greatest
game of all time, and there is nothing you
can do about it. It is Zeus, it is omnipotent
and it must be obeyed, or else thunder will

H O (Jdl. 2 3 to A dg 22):
trip to the zoo
tdrns dg)g when god fall into the (ions’ J)cn and
get deVodred. Go figure, Ico is eaten bg a lion.
Isn’ it ironic, don’t god think?
VIRGO (Adg. 2 3 to 3cp. 22): The Rock gives
Virgo a tall, cold glass of3H 0TU (Ljbicc. Virgo
is offended, bat while attempting to reconcile
differences, Rockg beats in godr head With a steel
chair and godr brains splatter on Jerrg (jw lcr
[]$RK_ ($ep. 2 3 to Oct. 22): If §eaVis can sniff
stove gas, whg can’t god? Oh, gcah. §eavis is a
cartoon. 'Kod bag the farm.
3 ® R £ |0 (Oct. 2 3 to Holt 21): l^friendlg game
of {Jeer % ig is rained when god swallow a ball
and chocke to death Flgjor partg fodl.
3?(GIT”n\R(U5 (HoV. 2 2 toJ)cc. 22): ^romantic
babble bath tdrns sodr when theJfoorks, irate oVer
bad ratings, tarn carniVorods. Theg skeletonize god
in three minates.
CA£RL(DRli (Dec. 2 3 to Jan. 20): Qpricorn
sdrViVes a deadlg plane crash in the modntains.
'lod cat the frozen bodies of godr fellow passengers
to live, ^helicopter comes to godr resede, and
drops mdch-nceded sdpplics...right on godr head.
What, god thodght god wodld escape?
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T T O J5
2 0 to Flag 20): While riding
awag in the sdnset after having the greatest night
of godr life, godr car decides to spontaneodslg blow
dp. P(www...god bdrn to death, what a shame.

O lP C D ^ d & n . 2 2 to Jdl. 22): (gngratdlations,
Qncer! 'Hod go on record as the first person in
recorded historg to die of boredom, 'lod will be in
the Qiinness book of World Records. Jbsthdmodslg
of codrse.

r 1

c

? \R l£ 3 O V 2 2 to
19): '(od’re making loVe
in godr parents bed when godr parents walk in on
god. Theg look mad. With one swift movement,
theg throw god odt the window and god land head
first on a picket fence. YDU'RL-DOlP.1

GfLFlljl (Flag 21 to Jdn. 21): '(od are spending a
night alone with friends to avoid the Valentine’s
J)ag bides in the basement, 'lodr Y2K_ stockpile of
fdel catches fire and $ 0 0 F |[ 'Hod and all godr
dorkg friends die in a Violent explosion.

with the spirit of Ms. Pacman.
It was the key element to the
success of D-day. Several
thousand Ms. Pacman ma
chines were dropped into en
emy lines as a means of dis
traction, and it worked. (We
won...right? Those Germans
are lousy at Ms. Pacman.) It
may have been the second
gunner in the Kennedy assas
sination, and it destroyed
disco. We should be thankful
to this electronic patriot for
all of the freedoms we enjoy
We at Humour™ don’t have a picture o f Ms.
today. There should be a holi
Pacman, so meet Rebecca. Every Valentine’s Day,
day in August to commemo
Rebecca mourns her lost loved one, Chris Farley.
rate its creation.
But first, we have to work
together and get this wonderful game into Editor's Note: This Valentine's Day, we ask
our student center here at Montclair. So I that all you pretty ladies out there find it in
propose...ahh, what’s the use. I’m too tired your heart to love a fa t guy. At least fo r today.
for a cause. Too many pancakes can wear a' Those cold nights can be very lonely and
man down. I’m going to bed, so go sing by watching old episodes o f "He-man " and "Shera " ain’t what it used to be.
yourself.

"Have you been standing too close to the
microwave again, Billy?”
rain down on you!
Burn your Scrabble board, because Ms.
Pacman is an excellent vocabulary builder.
It emphasizes structure in compound sen
tences, and drills the rules of grammar. By
level five, you should be ready to ace the
highest English exams, write a perfect the
sis, and win the Nobel-prize for your latest
ndvel on the Elvis diet. Before I took my
SATs in high school, I played for three hours
straight and my scores improved tremen
dously (plus, I got. rid of that annoying
whooping cough.)
For all of you math freaks, Ms. Pacman
will satisfy your quantitative needs by pro
viding you with a five digit score. Bring on
the major leagues. The good people at
Namco didn’t forget you. You will be count
ing for days, counting the levels as you con
quer its madness. Eat those pills! Get the
big ones in the comer, and then eat those
ghosts! This is a mathematician’s heaven.
Add and subtract the times you scored 1600
points off of a ghost feast.
Ms. Pacpian builds leadership qualities
as well. You are in control. It is up to you
whether that lovely Pac-Woman eats the
oranges that will elevate her to glory. The
player (that’s you) has to guide her through
a maze of personal problems, and help Ms.
Pacman deal with a compulsive eating habit.
You have to be sensitive! Inky, Blinky,
Pinky, and Sue want to tear everything you
worked for down to shreds.
The artistic quality of this 1982 creation
cannot be overlooked. (Oh, goodness no!)
The levels change color, giving you an idea
of the color spectrum and how beautiful it
is. Just listen to yourself as you play the
gam e... “Oh no! Here com es pink!
No...Red!...Ah...light blue on my tail!” I’m
sure Monet had his share of Ms. Pacman.
It’s probably what inspired him to create
Michealangelo’s David (or was that Shred
der?). I became the authority on art, after
mastering level 10, and a good helping of
50,000 point lemons.
Even our American history is embedded
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Classifieds
+

+

Voi. 79 No. 18
_____ February 10, 20000

Cim o C are W anted
+

Full time nanny. Full time pay. Contact
Bernadette Squires at (973)0838-2698.
Energetic, friendly sitter needed tor my
4 and 6 year olds Wednesdays 1-6
p.m. Must have car, refs. Call
(973)744-7576
_______________

*

Child care needed in our Verona home
for young children. 10 to 15 hours per
week. Mixed day and evening hours
available. References and
transportation needed. Please call
(973)857-7625._____________________
Available now! Free live-in posistion for
female or male for exchange of 3-4
evenings of babysitting. Call (973)5230234 after 9 a.m.____________________
ChildChild care, P I, weekdays,
nonsmoker, car and drivers license,
Wayne. Call (973)633-5157.__________
Babysitter needed tor 2 girls, ages 4
and 6, M-F from 12:30 to 6 p.m. in
Short Hills. Must have valid drivers
license and prepare dinner for kids.
Occasional mornings needed and full
time option for children’s school
vacations. Must have references. Call
Vicki between 9-5 at (973)376-8163.
Part-time child care needed. Monday
7:30-9:30 a.m. and Friday 6:30-9:30
a.m.. Additional hours available.
Please call Karen at (973)746-2464.

W
W EDNESDAYS
* TH URSDAYS

u w m SMUDWSI
& $2°° Import Pints

THURSDAY, FEB 10

Immediate opening. Academic Aide to
assist art student with a disability in
class by taking notes and working on
in-class projects. Hours: Mondays 10
a.m. to 12:30 p.m.; Wednesdays 10
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Graphic Art
experience preferred. Salary is
negotiable. Call (973)655-5431.
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Flatus • Anger
THURSDAY, FEB 17
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Get ready tor summer! Multicultural
summer day camp is hiring dedicated
professionals to work with children.
Many posistions available: Lifeguards,
counselors and teaching posisitions.
Call the Montclair YMCA (973)7443400.______________________________
Instead ot dreaming about summer,
start thinking about it. Counsellorssummer day camp, Morris county area.
8 wk season, Mon-Fri. Openings for
college students for general group
consellors as well as specialists for
waterfront & boating (LGT’s), tennis,
gymnastics, video, radio and dance.
For a great summer call (973)3471230.______________________________
Sales Associates: For new nutrition
kioska at Willobrook, Mill Creek and
Garden State Plaza Malls. We carry
traditional Chinese Medicines and
dietary supplements. Seeking matureminded, well-spoken and friendly
individuals. Call (201)556-1598._______
Models. Women 18 and older tor out
door test shoot. Tasteful nudity. Will
exchange pictures for modeling. No
experience necessary. (973)365-4054.
Looking to make big money, habve a
good driving record, and like working
outdoors, we want you. Positions
throughout New Jersey. Our summer
employees can earn $8,000 to $10,000
plus. Viking Pest Control, a leader in
the pest management field, offers paid
internships to qualified students.
Managment and sales posisitions
available after graduation. Call today to
start your future. 800-618-2874._______
It you have some creativity, a nationally
known bridal designer needs full or
part time help in her studio in Milburn,
New Jersy. Call (973)467-5500. After
6:00 p.m. (973)762-1001.
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11:30 p.m. Sharp • $2°° Import Pints till midnight
FRIDAY, FEB 11

+
*■
* *
ir

Gymnastics instructor P/T- Montclair
YMCA- boys and girls class and team
levels (USAG 4-9). Flexible hours.
Gymnastic experience necessary.
Please call Meghan Feeny, Director
(973)744-3400 ext. 116.
'___________

★ Have an outgoirrcj personality/

if you answered yes to these questions,
qive us a call at (973) 2 4 4-1 8 8 0
and set up an interview.

Go Direct! W e’re theAmazon.com ot
Spring Break! #1 Internet-based
company offering wholesale pricing by
eliminating middlemen! All
destinations. Guaranteed lowest price!
1-800-367-1252.

• Join

U s!

Join Us! Why not? What have you got
to lose? Join The Montclarion and get
involved with the campus and the
world around you. If interested, call us
at X5169 or stop down to our offices,
113 Student Center Annex.

ir
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
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o
• , BAHAMAS MEXICO
Cancún Specials
S ta rtin g a t
$ 4 4 9

DJ Spi ns the S ma r t Dan c e Mi x
& *2°" Import Pints
O P E N W E D N E S D A Y - S A T U R D A Y T I L L 3 AM

“Only 10 Minutes From Schooll”
Directions from campus: Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave. Nutley/Passaic Ave. exit, go
right off ramp, go three traffic lights & make a left, (Van Houten Ave.) Go to first
traffic light, make a righ onto Broadway. Loop in on right.

3 7 3 B R O A D W A Y P A S S A I C P A R K , NJ 9 7 3 - 3 6 5 - 0 8 0 7

Space is Lim ited!!_
Call Today!!!
Bon
<2T >
S to r t in Q a t
S TU D EN T
TR A V EL
SERVICES

Lwww^ststraveT.cojri 1(800)648-4849
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New
Innovations or
Same Old
Failure?
By Mike Halper
Sports Editor

As the announcement of the new “XFL”
football league hit the streets. World Wres
tling Federation Entertainment stockhold
ers decided they didn’t like the news. Look
ing at the examples provided by earlier at
tempts at creating a second major football
league, most people have come to the con
clusion that WWFE C hairm an Vince
McMahon’s newest venture is an automatic
failure.
If we take a look at the past, the prece
dent has certainly been set. As far back as
1926, leagues have been formed to try to
compete with the National Football League.
Red Grange, one of the best college foot
ball stars ever, left the NFL to start up the
American Football League. Grange starred
for the New York Yankees for one year in
the new AFL, before the team was integrated
into the NFL, and the rest of the league
folded.
In 1946, the All-American Football Con
ference was formed, and four years later was
absorbed into the NFL. The league itself
was very unsuccessful, but the sport was
better for the effort, as teams like the Balti
more Colts and San Francisco 49ers were
both brought into the NFL’s fold.
In 1974, a World Football League was
formed, and actually signed away a few NFL
stars, such as Larry Czonka. The league
ended up in serious financial trouble, and
only lasted two seasons.
In 1983, along came the United States
Football League, which tried to market it
self in opposition to the NFL. The season
didn’t start until the NFL season was over,
though, and league officials felt that fan in
terest would be strong. Future stars such as
Reggie White and Jim Kelly were signed to
USFL teams. The league had two-year TV
contracts with both ABC and ESPN to
broadcast games. It seemed that the league
had everything necessary to succeed.
Unfortunately for the USFL executives,
fan interest was not as high as expected. In
1985, the league decided to run its season
in the fall, in direct opposition with the NFL.
ESPN and ABC both opted not to renew
their contracts with the league. The USFL’s
major stars left for the greener pastures of
the NFL. By late 1988, the league was a
part of history.
Soon the NFL had another opponent
vying for attention. The Canadian Football
League was marketed more towards Cana
dian fans and football fans that lived in re
gions where there were no local NFL teams.
Certain franchises were fairly successful,
but not nearly enough money was coming
in. The CFL still runs, but is sinking fast
into financial ruin, and may not last too
much longer.
The World League of American Foot
ball w^s the latest incarnation of a competi
tive alternative to the NFL. The first sea
son was fairly successful, partly due to the
fact that there were European teams play
ing in Europe, where fans did not have ex
posure to live American football through any
other means. Soon, though, the league was
dropping. There was little coverage in the
States, and the league was going down the
tubes when the NFL stepped in and offered
their support. The league, now called NFL
Europe, serves as a training ground for up
coming NFL players. Kurt Warner, this
year’s NFL league and Super Bowl MVP,
is the shining star of what NFL Europe is

COURTESY OF XFL.COM

“X” Football League Unveiled by
WWFE Chairman Vince McMahon
The following report is courtesy of XFL.com.
STAMFORD, CT (February 3,2000) - World Wrestling Federation Entertainment, Inc. (NMS: WWFE) announced today the forma
tion of the XFL - a new professional football league that is scheduled tokickoff in February 2001. The XFL is expected to launch with
eight teams in Los Angeles, Miami, New York, Orlando, San Francisco, and Washington D.C. Two additional teams will be announced
at a later date.
The inaugural season is expected to feature a ten-game regular schedule played at major stadiums in each city, and will conclude with
a four-team playoff, and a Championship game at a neutral site. Through subtle rule changes designed to enhance the action and speed
of the game, along with technical innovations that will bring fans inside huddles and on to the sidelines, the XFL is designed to accen
tuate the action that football fans crave.
‘T he appetite for professional football continues long past the Super Bowl,” said Vince McMahon, Chairman of World Wrestling
Federation Entertainment, Inc. “The XFL is more than just an extension of the football season, it is a completely new product that not
only fills a void for football fans, but will give the casual fan an all-access pass to a football experience unlike any other to date. The
action will feature the best football players available and will be highly competitive, hard-hitting, and most importantly, fan friendly.
Guaranteed.”
World Wrestling Federation Entertainment Inc. has built a highly qualified team to launch the XFL. Similar to his past role with the
World Wrestling Federation, Basil DeVito, President of New Business Development at World Wrestling Federation Entertainment Inc.
will oversee the day-to-day operations of the XFL. His new role will utilize his extensive television syndication, advertising, sponsor
ship, public relations, live event sales and pay-per-view experience. Michael Keller, a former senior executive with the start-up USFL
Michigan Panthers, start-up World League of American Football, and assistant General Manager with the NFL’s Seattle Seahawks, as
well as a former linebacker for the Dallas Cowboys, will serve as the XFL’s Vice President of Football Operations.
While World Wrestling Federation Entertainment, Inc. expects to announce broadcast and cable television contracts at a later date,
the XFL has already retained Michael Weisman, a highly respected, award-winning producer whose credits include seven Super Bowls
as a broadcast production consultant.
“The XFL will attract the entire football-viewing demographic, strengthened by our unique understanding of the young, adult male
audience. That, combined with our extensive experience filling venues and executing live events will help lead to the success of the
XFL,” McMahon added.

The NFL has dominated America’s professionalfootball scene since its inception in 1920. Every major competitor has
either been driven out o f business or incorporated into the NFL’s own structure.

LEAGUE

FIRST YEAR

RESULT

AFL (Original)
AAFC
AFL
WFL
USFL
World League o f A.F.

1926
1946
1960
1974
1983
1990

Folded after one season
Merged w /N FL in ‘49
Merged w /N FL in ‘66
Folded after two seasons
Folded after six seasons
Becam e NFL Europe in ‘98

supposed to be doing. After playing on both
Arena Football League and NFL Europe
teams, he has become an NFL success.
Where does the new XFL fit into all of
this? The league won’t be playing head-tohead against the NFL season. McMahon
seems to be offering up the league as an
extension of the football season, playing to
fans that want more action after the NFL
and college seasons are over. McMahon
claims the new league will be more enter
taining and exciting than the NFL as well.
Apparently McMahon is looking to cater to
the same audience that enjoys his World
Wrestling Federation programs.
Despite the fear that stockholders have,
McMahon is in a much better position to
start a league than others that came before

him. The XFL already has eight cities lined
up for teams, with two more on the way.
Negotiations are in progress to secure ma
jor stadiums for XFL teams to compete in.
Broadcast and Cable TV contracts are be
ing worked out. The XFL seems to be in a
very good position.
If they can deliver.
That’s where the XFL holds the greatest
advantage over its predecessors. McMahon
and his executive board have been entertain
ing young males for two decades with the
WWF. They obviously know what the teen
age male wants to see and have the ability
to tap into that knowledge and deliver a very
popular product. They surely hope to carry
that knowledge over to the XFL. What re
mains to be seen is how vastly they can

change the sport, focusing more on the en
tertainment aspect, while still calling it foot
ball. Arena football, which purists refuse
to even refer to as true “football,” is a very
exciting and fast-paced sport, but because
it’s not “true” football (American football,
anyway), there is not much of a fan follow
ing.
Will this new XFL fail miserably and
go the way of every other league that has
rivaled the NFL? Knowing the marketing
and creative genius o f Vincent K.
McMahon, it’s hard to imagine that.
But it’s also hard to imagine that the
sport being played will be anything short of
a completely radical offshoot of what we
know as football. We can only wait and see.
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Pro Wrestling From the First Row
With Fred
V

Your Weekly Sports-Entertainment Source... With Fred!
By Fred Stolarski III

match, with absolutely no sharp metallic
objects of any kind, and no disqualifications.
If C actus Jack wins, he will go to
Welcome back to The First Row, wres Wrestlemania as the WWF Champion to
tling fans! The bell has rung and it’s time face either The Rock or The Big Show. If
to get into the action. Like always, let’s start Triple H wins, he will retain the belt, and
with the WWF’s high points of the week.
Mick Foley will be forced to retire. That’s
To open this past Monday’s Raw is War, the deal; Mick Foley and all his personali
X-Pac, accompanied by Tori, made his way ties, including Cactus Jack, Dude Love, and
to ringside only to be interrupted by the Mankind, will be permanently gone from
Radicals. After three top-notch matches the WWF ring.
involving Radical members on last week’s
It’s no big secret that Mick has been
'Smackdown, the Radicals came into the planning to retire early this year for some
squared circle to say goodbye to the fans, time now... Hmm... See where I’m going
and to thank Cactus
with this, people?
Jack for giving them an
Triple H wasn’t
opportunity to come to
done talking yet. He
the WWF.
made his way down
Their little party
to the ring, and onto
was soon crashed by
the ring apron. Cac
Triple H and Stephanie,
tus Jack and the four
who had some an
Radicals all stood
nouncements to make.
before him, and
Triple H challenged
Hunter told the Radi
cals to “make the
Jack to one last match
at the No Way Out Payman that gave you
Per-View. After each
your
contracts
happy.”
had made verbal as
saults and stipulation
In a huge swerve
requests, their match
that is so typical of
will be as follows:
WWF storylines, the
Triple H and Cactus
Radicals turned on
Jack and pummeled
Jack will meet one-onc o u r t e s y o f w w t .c o m
one in a Hell in the Cell "The Game"prepping fo r a match.
him to the mat as The
Sports Columnist
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When:
Thursdays at 4:00pm

Where:
Student Center Commuter Lounge
Why:
Why Not?
The Conservation Club is a Class One org.
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COURTESY OF WWF.COM

Buh Buh Ray (pictured) and D-Von Dudley have been making the W W F a
tough place fo r other tag teams as o f late.

Game looked on, talking trash. I’ve said it 10 competitors, The Game gave Christopher
before and I’ll say it again, Triple H is The his Pedigree maneuver, and Benoit hit a fly
Game, and there is no denying his talent and ing head-butt and got the pin. The Outlaws,
feeling left out of the action, came down to
his manipulative ways.
In addition, Triple H booked a match the ring with a couple of pipes and all 12
featuring himself, along with X-Pac and the men started slugging it out. Suddenly, the
three healthy Radicals, against Jack and any lights went out, and Paul Bearer showed up
partners he could muster up. Thinking Jack at the entranceway. Bright, flaring red lights
wouldn’t be able to find any partners, The went up, followed by a tremendous explo
sion, and out came Kane! Kane marched
Game was pretty proud of himself.
Next up was a match involving the Tag down and cleared the ring, and the show
Champs, the New Age Outlaws, versus Edge ended with him standing, surrounded by the
and Christian. During the match D-Von and stunned team of The Rock, Cactus Jack, Too
Buh Buh Ray Dudley decided to make their Cool, and Rikishi. One can only guess
what’s going to happen tonight, or on next
way down to the announcers’ table.
For the past few weeks, Good O f JR has week’s Raw is War, for that matter!
been referring to the Dudley Boyz as “those
In other wrestling news, WCW’s title
damn
Dudleys,”
and
RubJ^uh,
R?ty
had.
fir
picture
just got a whole lot messier. Sid Vi
•i jti ill// L: II JlOL11J- »:
nally had enough.
cious took on
He got in Jim
Scott Hall Mon
Ross’ face for the
day night, in
duration of the
what was sup
match. Well, ac
posed to be a
tually, he stopped
non-title match
just long enough
booked by cur
to interfere in the
rent NWO leader
match-up, giving
Jeff Jarrett, who
Edge and Chris
is acting com 
tian a big loss and
m issioner
in
putting another
“ Big
Sexy”
check in the
Kevin N ash’s
NAO’s win col
current absence
umn.
due to injury.
JR, I think you
Jarrett has also
should take Dbooked himself a
Von’s advice be
title shot against
cause I don’t think
Big
Sid
at
those two are kid
WCW’s upcom
ding when they
ing SuperBrawl
say “Thou shalt
Pay-Per-V iew .
not mess with the
The match has
COURTESY OF WWF.COM
Dudleys!”
now been a l
At the top of Edge has been taking some vicious beatings this
tered, and a
the hour, The month from the Dudley Boyz.
three-way-dance
Rock cut an inter
betw een Sid,
view, announcing that he, The Great One, Scott Hall, and Jarrett is the new headliner
would be in Cactus Jack’s corner, making for the event. It also looks like the NWO
the match not a five-on-one . . . but a five- will be breaking up soon . . . again.
on-two.
On the ECW front, one of thè best spot
Later, the Godfather and D-Lo Brown performers to hit a wrestling ring, Rob Van
came out to face off against the Dudley’s. Dam, has suffered suffered a broken leg.
The two teams put on a great match before RVD, “Mr. Monday Night,” is the current
the Dudley brothers hit a Dudley Death ECW TV-Title holder, and has held onto the
Drop on D-Lo and got the pin. Those Damn belt for the past two years. He is currently
Dudley’s are on a big roll in the WWF, and in a war with ECW Heavyweight Champ
I, for one, like it!
Mike Awesome, and just when it looked like
Finally, it was main event time. Hunter, he was going to take over ECW, disaster
X-Pac, Saturn, Milenko, and Benoit were strikes.
already in the ring as Cactus Jack and The
That’s all for The Front Row this week,
Rock made their way down the ramp. Out you can send comments, questions, and sug
of the blue, the lights dimmed.
Rikishi gestions to RedHawkSports@hotmail.com.
and Too Cool, Brian “Grandmaster Sexy” Like always, I welcome you all back next
Christopher and Scotty “Too Hotty” Tay week to join me. Until then, stay out of the
lor, made their way down to the ring, nosebleed section and hold those signs high!
evening the match at five-on-five.
of the SGA
After some tremendous action from all
-FRED

"Cef It Outdoors”
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H ockey
CONTINUED FROM P. 28
five unanswered goals. Jim Latham also
scored two goals in the win. John
Baumgartner, Brian Kochakji and Justin
Brown added one each. A meaningless goal
by Columbia on a five on three made the
score 7-4 in favor of MSU, and that'score
would stand. The Red Hawks’ Robbie
Martinez played the whole game in net,
picking up 20 saves.
In a rescheduled game Monday night,
MSU downed rival William Paterson Uni
versity 6-5. The game was deadlocked at
1-1 at the end of the second period, until the
goals poured in during the final stanza. It

was a seesaw battle the entire game, as there
were five lead changes and a tied score four
times.
The Red Hawks’ Jim Latham, who tal
lied four goals and an assist in the game,
got the game-winner at 11:38 of the third
period. MSU goaltender Peter Perkowski
notched 20 saves. Anthony Rossillo and
Eddie Caldwell scored the other two goals
in the win. It was the third one-goal game
the Red Hawks were involved in in the past
week. The team travels to Fordam Univer
sity and Albany University next weekend,
before wrapping up their schedule with three
home ga
games.

Streak
CONTINUED FROM P. 28
from Lakeesha Langston, 18 points, and
Laleethea Holland, 16 points.
Montclair’s five-game winning streak
has come in the form of five high-scoring
games, with the MSU team blowing their
opponent away in four of them, and beating
an intense Ramapo team by a score of 8070.
All five victories came against NJAC ri
vals, putting MSU in fifth place, a position
from where they have the chance to ascend
to the top four and go to the NJAC Tourna
ment at the end of the season.
Later in the afternoon, the Men’s team
lost 58-51 after squan- -----------------------dering a 29-28 lead TCNJ
58
early in the second half MSU
51
by letting the Knights
“
(13-7, 7-7 NJAC) go off on a 13-0 run that
ended six minutes into the half.
The Red Hawks (14-5, 8-5 NJAC)
closed to within four points on three occa
sions in the final eight minutes, but they just
couldn’t catch up.

The
M o p td a r io n

Sports Section
Needs
Dedicated
Writers!
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
COVERINC ANY SPRING
SPORTS, SUCH AS
BASEBALL, SOFTBALL,
TENNIS, OR LACROSSE, OR
WRITING FEATURED
SPORTS ARTICLES, STOP BY
THE MONTCLARION
OFFICE, STUDENT CENTER
ROOM 113, AND FILL OUT A
MEMBER INFORMATION
SHEET OR TALK TO SPORTS
EDITOR MIKE HALPER.
YOU CAN ALSO REACH US
AT 655-5241 OR:

RedHawkSports

@Hotmail.com

MSU was led by sophomore forward
Omar Boothe, who had 12 points off the
bench.
Also scoring in double-figures were
sophomore guard Jason Bush, with 11
points, and freshman forward Walik Wilson,
with 10.
MSU’s pitfalls were a low 37.2 shoot
ing percentage and 21 turnovers. The last
game between these two teams ended in a
tough 65-63 loss for MSU.
The MSU teams stay home this week
end for games against TCNJ. The Women
play at 2 p.m. and the Men play at 4 p.m. in
Panzer Gymnasium. After that, MSU fin
ishes out its season with three away games,
at Rowan on Monday, Feb. 14, at cellar
dweller Rutgers-Newark on Wednesday,
Feb. 16, and at Richard Stockton on Satur
day, Feb. 19.
Both teams are going to need a couple
of wins or some really good luck if they want
to get into the NJAC Tournament.

New Jersey Athletic Conference
Basketball Standings
(as of 2/5/00)

Men’s Basketball
NJAC
W L

School
William Paterson
Rowan
Richard Stockton
Montclair State
College of New Jersey
New Jersey City U.
Ramapo
Kean
Rutgers-Newark
Rutgers-Camden

12
11
10
8
8
7
6
4
2
1

2
2
4
5
6
7
8
10
12
13

W L
17
17
16
14
13
13
12
9
5
2

3
2
4
5
7
7
8
11
13
17

Women's Basketball
School

mJ

NJAC
W L

,1 iE IR .

William Paterson
Rowan
College of New Jersey
Richard Stockton
Montclair State
Ramapo
Kean
New Jersey City U.
Rutgers-Newark
Rutgers-Camden

13 1

12 1

11
9
7
6
5
3

3
5
6
8
9
11

2 12

1 13

W L
17 3
18 1
16 4
13 7
9 10
10 9
7 13
4 16
4 16
1 18

Female Athlete
o f the Week
Stephanie Ellerbe
Basketball
Stephanie Ellerbe (#10) had an outstanding
game this past Saturday against NJAC rival New
Jersey City University. She was the gam e’s high
scorer, recording 26 points on 10-14 shooting, in
only 25 minutes o f playing time off the bench.
Stephanie hit three o f four three-point attempts,
and also picked up two rebounds, two assists, and
a game-high four steals.

Male Athlete
of the Week
Dom inic Dellagatta
W restling
In the last eight days, defending NCAA champion
and currently second-ranked Dominic Dellagatta (at
right) has racked up two pins, both in under a minute,
and four victories. Against 6th-ranked Delaware
Valley last Wednesday, he pinned Jason Stever in 56
seconds, and in the NY/NJ Duals this past weekend,
he pinned Ed Miller of Oswego State University in
27 seconds. Dominic also picked up a forfeit victory
over Cortland State University, and won by decision
over TCNJ’s De^hlin Moody, 9-4, on Friday.
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M SU SPO RTS N O TES

UPCOMING

R E SU L T S

SW IM M ING

Men’s Basketball

Men’s Basketball

2/12 - 4 p.m. - TCNJ @ MSU

2 /5 -M SU 51 @ NJCU58

2 /1 4 -8 pan. - MSU @ Rowan

SU@WPU
Check

■■

'

2/Ï6 - 7:30 j>.m. - MSU @ RutgersNewark

x t week for full story

Basketball

Wynfep’s BagtotbftM
2/12 - 6p.m. - TCNJ @ MjU

2 /5 -MSU 75 @.NJCU 38
■
2/9 - MSU @ WPU
Check back peM yveekforfull story

M SU ’s W omen’s Swim Team closed out their dual meet season
with a win over Kean University, 76-64. H eather Feeney finished 1st in
the 200 freestyle (2:10.98), while Elissa Kaplan won the 400 individual
medley (5:10.61).
The Women finished with a record of 8-7, while the Men
finished at 6-8. The Red Hawks will be competing in the Metropolitan
Swim m ing Cham pionships at The College of New Jersey from Friday,
Feb. 18 through Saturday, Feb. 20.

4 - 6 p.m. - MSU @ Rowan

INDOOR TRA CK AND FIELD
2/16-5:30 p.m .-M SU @
¡ ■ i ' Newark-. M

Men’s and Women’s Swimming

Men’s and Women’s Track

|^

2/4 - (Women’s) Kean 54 <g> MSU 76

2 ^

u
laware 3b Maes

-gers-

and

:6 l ^ S | i p s
unen

J b ,ro'tLan:

imming

17-2/19
impianshipsi@ TCNJ

Wrestling
2/4 - TCNJ 31 @ MSU 19

2 /1 1 -6 p.m. - MSU @ U.S. Coast
Guard Academy

2/5 -NY/NJ Duals @ Panzer Gym
Oswego St. 21 @ MSU 35
Cortland St. 21 @ MSU 28

2/12 - TBA. - MSU @ Johnson-Wales

Hockey

2/12 - 10:30 p.m. - MSU @ Fordam

2/4 - MSU 2 @ U of Penn. 3

2/13 - 4 p.m. - MSU @ Albany

2/6 - MSU 7 @ Columbia U 4

2 /1 6 -9 p.m. - StonyBrook @ MSU

Tom Baldwin captured both the 800 meters (1:59.48) and Mile
Run (4:22.2) as M SU had three first-place finishers at the Dick
D eschriver Indoor Track and Field Invitational on February 5th. AllAmerican Ed W heeler captured the 55 M eter Dash (6.64), while Darryl
Louis and Alex Torres were second in the 400 and 800 meters,
respectively.
On the women's side, All-American Janice Brenner placed fifth
in the 55 M eters (7.65) and 55 Hurdles (7.65).

Hockey

Intramural Basketball
Results
Thursday. Feb. 3

2/7 - MSU 6 @ William Paterson 5

F.M. Jacket -33 / J.Y. Dogs - 41
Smackers - 50 / Brand New - 57
Bearcats - 58 / Pike - 42
The Fifth - 45 / D2 Da Streetz - 62

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL STANDINGS

Monday. Feb. 7

M e n ’s A

S Team

O
k

Dedicated 2 D a Streetz
Brand New
Rottw eillers
Oh M y G od
:
Sm ackers
A bove the R im
Fast Break II
The Fifth
Sleepaz

Bearcats - 46 / Delta Chi - 21
D2 Da Strfeetz - 68 / O.M. God - 48
AGSquad -3 4 / J.Y. Dogs - 49
Above the Rim -33 / Brand New - 50

Sportsm anship

7
1

■ Ì2

2
1
>• '** 1
1
0
0
0
0

CN - 0
0
B eg
0
0
•1 1 0
1
o P
f r i : *0 i t
l
0
r
10
2
0

ECI

Bating

1.00
,
4.00
1.00 . : : 3.50
1.00
4.00
.500 ^
4.00
.500
4.00
0.00
4.00
0.00
4.00
0.00
4.00
0.00
4.00

Hiesflay»Feb. 8
Sleepaz - 52 / Rottweillers - 53
Bondsman - 43 / E to the T - 56
Underdawgz - 43 / And One - 32

Upcoming Intramural
Basketball Games
Thursday. Feb. 10

M en’s B I
:

Te a m
Junkyard Dogs
Killa B eez v
A G Squad
E to the T
Bondsm an
Full M etal Jacket

L

X

0

0
0
0
0 0
0

1.00
1.00
.667
.667
.500
.500

0

0.00 1

3
1
2
2
1
1

0
1
1
1
1

0

6

I

PC T

Sportsm anship
R aim e

Sunday. Feb. 13
4.00
^ Í 4 .0 0
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
0.00

8 :1 5 -J.Y. D o g s/E to theT

%■
*

Blanton B earcats
U nderdaw gz (T heta X i)
A nd One
Kling
Theta Xi
Pike
D elta Chi

W

W

L

1

PCT

Sportsm anship
Rating

2

0
0
1
0
0
1
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.00
1.00
.500

4.00
4.00
4.00

0.00
0.00

4.00
4.00

1
1
0
0
0
0

N i 9:15 - Oh M y God / Brand New
10:15 - Bearcats / And One
11:15 - D2 Da Streetz / Sleepaz

Tuesday, Feb. 15

M en ’s B 2
Team

8:15 - Smackers / Rottweillers
9:15-D elta C hi/T heta Xi
10:15 - The Fifth / Brand New

8:15 - Above the Rim / Oh My God
9:15 - Kling / Underdawgz
10:15 - Bondsman / Killa Beez
11:15 - Sleepaz / Brand New

Wednesday. Feb. 16
8:15 - D2 Da Streetz / Rottweillers
9:15 - Underdawgz / Bearcats
10:15- P i k e / Kling
11:15-Fast Break II/T heF ifth

All Games Played At
Panzer Gymnasium

13th-Ranked M SU Wrestlers Pick Up Two Victories at NY/NJ
Duals; Improve
Overall Record
to 11-3
By Kelly Pender
Staff Writer

This past Saturday the MSU wrestling
team (11-3) was able to break its two-match
losing streak by defeating both Cortland
State, 28-21, and Oswego State, 35-21.
In their match against Oswego State,
MSU had a great deal of success, despite
Montclair forfeiting both the 125 lb. and 133
lb. weight classes. Florian Ghinea (141 lbs.)
pinned Oswego St.’s Vince Daiello in only
41 seconds, staying undefeated with an over
all record of 22-0 .
Another perfect record this season was
maintained by Rami Ratel (149 lbs.) when
he beat Mike Daly 16-1, leaving Ratel with
an overall record of 28-0. Joe Immersi (157;
10-7) of MSU then lost to Jeff Holmes, 7-3.
The Redhawks then came through with four
consecutive wins.
Division III second-ranked Dominic
Dellagatta (165 lbs.;23-l) pinned Ed Miller
in only 27 seconds, Lou DeAngelis (174 lbs.;
5-4) won by forfeit. Brad Christie (184 lbs.;
26-3) won by default over Ron Riquier due
to an injury, and Kyle Good (197 lbs.; 9-6)
pinned Devin Zimmer in 57 seconds.
MSU’s Dave Webb (hvwt; 6-5) was
pinned by Jason Turner of Oswego State
University, but gave a good fight in a match
that lasted 5:19. The Redhawks finished the
Oswego State Roadrunners with an overall
victory of 35-21.
Earlier in the day, MSU faced Cortland
St., and the first two weight class scores
came as no surprise with MSU forfeiting
both the 125 and 133 weight classes. Also
not surprising were Florian Ghinea, who
won his match by pinning Keith Pittinaro in
1:08, and Rami Ratel, as he beat Ron Serrano
in a 17-5 decision victory.
For the next three matches the Redhawks
were unstoppable; Joe Immersi won over

jcmr* w i r o M / m u in ic l a k iu in

M S U ’s Brad Christie (top) wears down Ron Riquier o f Oswego State. Riquier had to forfeit the match soon after due to
injury. M SU won the match, 35-21, after defeating Cortland State University by a score o f 28-21 earlier in the day
Brian M anselm an by a score of 5-2,
Dominic Dellagatta won by forfeit, and Brad
Christie handily defeated Anthony Stewart,
10- 6 .

Cortland made a small comeback, but
the team was not able to overcome MSU’s
strong lead. Their two wins consisted of a
pin by Jake Armstrong over Carmen
Mercandante, and Anthony Viola beating
Kyle Good 18-12. With another forfeit by
Cortland, to Dave Webb, the Redhawks
closed out the match.
MSU’s next match will be held at home
on Saturday, Feb. 11, at the U.S. Coast Guard
Academy.
M S U ’s Ram i Ratel controls his match
against M att Moscatello Friday night.
Ratel won by tech, fall, but M SU couldn’t
p u t away TCNJ as they lost, 30-18.

Red H aw k H ockey Takes

M S U Women Continue Their

Two o f T hree O ver W eekend Win Streak vs. N JC U
By Mike Mazanec
Staff Writer

The MSU Hockey team won two games
and lost one this past week, improving their
record to 21-7-2 on the season. The Red
Hawks traveled to the University of Penn
sylvania Friday evening, where they subse
quently lost a thriller, 3-2. This marked the
first time this season where the team lost
two
consecutive
games, both by only MSU
2
one goal. MSU trailed y penn
3
2-0 entering the final
;
period, but Jim MSU
6
Latham ended Penn Will. Pat.
-5
goaltender
Pat
1"
.............
Baude’s bid for a shut- MSU
7
out at 5:28 of the third. Columbia
4
Frank Barone and A.J.
Giocabbe picked up the helpers on the
power-play goal. A U Penn goal with un

der five minutes remaining made it a twogoal game again. MSU climbed back to
within one on a goal when Giocabbe beat
Baude with 2:25 remaining.in the game, on
assists by Anthony Rossillo and Trevor
O’Donnell.
The Red Hawks would run out of time
however, failing to even the score before the
end of regulation. MSU netminder Jared
Waimon registered 41 saves in the loss.
On Sunday the team visited Columbia
University where they halted their two-game
skid with a 7-4 victory, picking up their 20"'
win of the season. The Red Hawks opened
the scoring on a goal by Rossillo, but Co
lumbia used three straight goals to build a
3-1 lead midway through the second period.
Rossillo collected his second goal of the
game at 10:39 off a feed by Randy
Brookes,cutting the deficit to 3-2 and start
ing a barrage in which MSU would score
See HOCKEY on p.26

By Mike llalper
Sports Editor

The MSU Women’s Basketball team
extended their winning streak to five games
this past Saturday, utterly destoying their
NJAC opponents, the New Jersey City Uni
versity Gothic Knights (4-16, 3-11 NJAC),
by a score of 75-38.
The Red Hawks (9-10, 7-6 NJAC)
pulled themselves above the .500 mark in
NJAC play for the first time this season by
playing superb defense and hitting their
shots. MSU held NJCU to only 24 percent
shooting (14-58), while forcing 29 turnovers
on the day.
MSU was led by high scorer Stephanie
Ellerbe, who turned in a 26 point perfor
mance on 10-14 shooting, while playing
only 25 minutes off the bench.
Three minutes into the game, the Gothic
Knights had jumped out to an 8-0 lead off
three-pointers from Sandra Nunez and Nana

Durango, but the Red Hawks charged back
to score 36 of the final 44 points in the half,
taking a 36-16 lead into the locker room.
Ellerbe gave the Hawks their first lead with
9:24 to go, sinking a pair of free throws to
give MSU a 13-12 -----------------------lead. She recorded 16 TCNJ
38
of her points during MSU
MSU’s 36-8 run.
MSU went on to outscore NJCU 39-22
in the second half, putting the game away
for good. Shielah Jennings also put up some
big numbers off the bench, scoring 16 while
going 7-7 from the free throw line. Marlena
Lawrence added another 10 points and five
rebounds.
The two teams last met on Dec. 4, at
Panzer Gymnasium, where NJCU was
handed another big loss, 68-50, at the hands
of a tough defensive unit that held them to
just 27 percent shooting, and high scoring
See STREAK on p.26

